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ABSTRACT 

The past decade has witnessed a dramatic increase in the popularity of gangster 

rap in Germany. This unique form of artistic expression is characterized by 

aggression, violence, and the rejection of established authority, which at first glance 

seems to advance a destructive message. Yet rap artists use this form for constructive 

social criticism and to provide a voice for the marginalized against mainstream 

German society. My analysis will examine the use and effect of rap as a medium of 

social criticism. Through a detailed analysis of texts by contemporary rap artists, I 

show how they use social critical elements to point out the failures of a multicultural 

German society. Their message unites fans in an inclusive community based on the 

shared experience of marginalization and mobilizes this audience to become active 

proponents of a functioning multicultural society.  I show how German rappers use 

their music and artistic personas to reimagine the status of multiethnic identity in the 

lives of their listeners and in German society as a whole.  

Research on rap affirms its social-critical penchant, but scholars generally view 

German rap predominately through the lens of the Turkish immigrant experience. 

Most current research therefore focuses on the genre’s diasporic qualities and asserts 

that rappers act as the mouthpiece for young, second- and third-generation Turkish 

immigrants caught between their native and adopted cultures. While early German rap 

was noticeably Turkish oriented, this restrictive label no longer fits the genre as it has 

evolved. Popular contemporary rappers represent a variety of ethnicities, including 

Turkish, Arab, North African, Romani, and even native German. These multi-ethnic 
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rappers reach out to all young people experiencing marginalization and exclusion, 

even beyond the German immigrant community. My research shows how 

contemporary German rap focuses on multiethnic experience. In contrast to prevalent 

analyses limited to the German-Turkish duality, I show how contemporary German 

gangster rap provides insight into the minority experience as a whole. The music 

combats oppressive fixtures of mainstream society and suggests an alternative model 

for a more integrated, multiethnic German society. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In October of 2010, German Chancellor Angela Merkel surprised the world by 

publicly announcing that attempts to build a multicultural society in German had 

“utterly failed” (Weaver 17). This unfortunate proclamation came only five years after 

Germany’s new Immigration Act came into effect on January 1, 2005, opening the 

door for legal immigration to the country. At that time, Germany asserted that by 

reforming its immigration system, it had become an “immigration country” (Göktürk 

510).  Five years later, however, the vision of Germany as a multicultural society 

seemed to have stalled. The chancellor’s announcement that this initiative had gone 

astray and especially her reasoning that immigrants need to do more to integrate 

themselves into German society reveals the fundamental instability at the core of the 

discussion of multiculturalism in Germany. In light of the perceived failure of top-

down approaches to integrating immigrants in Germany, the political and social 

initiatives by citizens, in particular immigrants, take on increased importance. First 

and second generation immigrants to Germany have actively contributed to the 

discussion of German multiculturalism. Alongside grassroots campaigns such as 

community organization and outreach, artistic production allows immigrants to share 

their unique perspective with mainstream German society. Multi-ethnic artists, 

authors, and poets have been assimilated into the canon of German cultural 

production.  

Scholars have embraced the immigrant experience and their cultural 

productions as a rich source for study of multiculturalism in modern Germany. 

CHAPTER I  
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Sociological studies of Turkish-German populations in particular add additional 

insights into how this history of immigration has led to the development of a unique 

and blossoming subculture separate from mainstream German society. As studies by 

scholars such as Levent Soysal, Elizabeth Loentz, and Julia Eksner have shown, one 

positive result of how minority populations are centralized in specific neighborhoods 

is the creation of tight-knit ethnic communities which foster social and cultural 

traditions. Because members of these communities feel isolated from mainstream 

German society, they create a local identity culture based around their neighborhood. 

Such minority communities within the capitol city of Berlin have become a particular 

focus of scholarship, and provide broader insight into these neighborhoods’ (often 

termed the German ghetto) social and cultural traditions and their origins. One such 

study by Levent Soysal, a specialist in transnationalism, youth, and migration, with 

special emphasis on Berlin, explores diaspora within the Turkish-German immigrant 

youth population. In his 2001 article, “Diversity of Experience, Experience of 

Diversity: Turkish Migrant Youth Culture in Berlin,” Soysal describes the Berlin 

neighborhood of Kreuzberg as the German equivalent of the Bronx, stating “Turkish 

youth occupy the core of Berlin, namely Kreuzberg, where one is sure to find the 

‘real’ action… Kreuzberg is said to belong to them, for it epitomizes the exotic, the 

ghetto, and the hip” (8).  As Soysal describes it, Kreuzberg appears as a multifaceted 

locus of artistic production. Its rich cultural traditions provide artistic inspiration, yet 

artists must struggle with the hardships of life as a member of the marginalized 

minority.  
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Turkish authors offer a more intimate glimpse into the unique communities in 

minority-dominated neighborhoods and their roles in creating an “immigrant” identity. 

Their cultural productions highlight positive and negative aspects of the immigrant 

experience. One of the most influential voices in the discussion of German-Turkish 

immigrant identity is author Feridun Zaimoglu.  In his groundbreaking works Kanak 

Sprak (1995) and its companion Koppstoff (1998), Zaimoglu gives voice to the 

position of second and third generation Turkish immigrants in Germany, male in 

Kanak Sprak and female in Koppstoff.  Together, the texts affirm how cultural 

productions including literature, hip hop, dance and graffiti give minorities a voice in 

German multicultural discourse.  

 Both works focus in particular on language as a community identifier. Kanak 

Sprak is named for the Turkish-German ethnolect spoken by many second and third 

generation Turkish-German youth. Deriving its name from the ethnic slur Kanake, 

Kanak Sprak is an urban permutation of high German, incorporating elements of 

Turkish-language as well as German slang and even English terms borrowed from 

American hip hop culture.  Zaimoglu defines it as a metropolitan jargon, an urban 

vernacular to narrate the immigrant experience (von Dierke 104).  Kanak Sprak is the 

German language of the streets, codified by the German-Turkish immigrant voices 

that come, as the subheading of the anthology denotes, “vom Rande der Gesellschaft,” 

or from the outer edges of society. Members of these communities often embrace the 

term, attempting to subvert its original derogatory meaning. By reclaiming the slur, 

organizations espousing a multicultural future for Germany tried to use it to unite 
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minorities under a common cause of multi-ethnic activism. Zaimoglu was a member 

of one such group, Kanak Attack, founded in the mid- 1990s. In 1998 the organization 

released its manifesto, which is printed in English on their website. In it, the 

organization lays out its mission to eradicate xenophobia in Germany. The group 

identifies itself as antinationalist and antiracist, promoting multi-cultural 

understanding by denying the compartmentalization of society along ethnic lines.  

This argument goes beyond a solely Turkish context of the discussion of German 

immigration, addressing the immigrant minority as a group united by shared 

experience. By connecting the immigrant minority not by race but through the 

experience of marginalization, Kanak Attack signals a progressive approach to 

integrating immigrant populations in Germany. Movements like Kanak Attack signal 

an attempt to forge a more integrated German society from the bottom up by giving 

voice to the immigrant communities themselves. 

Analyses of diaspora by Soysal and other scholars focus the discussion of 

minority societies on the Turkish-German historical and cultural context. The studies 

effectively show how the minority subculture and the ghetto experience provide 

inspiration to a new voice of German artists, and how they allow for the creation of a 

new wave of cultural productions. In these studies, works are identified as Turkish-

German, with German hip hop as one such example.  Such studies also define the 

context for the feelings and struggles of immigrants around questions of Turkish 

identity, and Turkish-German culture forms the broader context of the general 

discussion of German minority diaspora. However, the German racial minority is 
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comprised of a diverse group of nationalities. Defining artistic productions, including 

the music of the German minority population exclusively through the lens of the 

Turkish experience is problematic, because it limits the discussion of immigrant issues 

in a multi-ethnic nation to solely a Turkish-German identity. By consequence the 

studies ignore the unique perspectives of non-Turkish immigrants within a broader 

discussion of a multicultural Germany.    

One such example of this phenomenon can be seen in the article, “Aesthetics 

of diaspora: Contemporary minstrels in Turkish Berlin,” published in 2002 by Ayhan 

Kaya. Kaya, a Turkish professor and specialist in international migration and the 

politics of cultural diversity, defines the young hip hop community in Berlin as 

specifically German-Turkish, approaching the immigrant experience in Germany 

through the lens of Turkish diaspora.  By framing German immigration around the 

Turkish example, Kaya sets up Turkish-German rappers as the spokespeople of the 

minority experience. Berlin’s rappers are exclusively referred to as Turkish, and Kaya 

grounds his argument in a discussion of globalization in Germany that is exclusively 

Turkish-German. In his discussion of the German rap group Cartel and its 

contemporaries, Kaya neither mentions the album’s non-Turkish contributors, the 

multi-ethnic backgrounds of other contemporary artists, nor attends to distinctions 

between these groups. 

The German-language article, “Verordnete Rebellion: Deutsch-türkischer Rap 

und türkischen Pop in Berlin,“ by Ayse Caglar, is structured along the same prevailing 

German-Turkish duality. Caglar’s analysis of German popular music in 1998 
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convincingly presents hip hop as an outlet for the marginalized, while defining this 

group as Turkish. Although the entirety of German rap’s development is discussed, no 

other minority is recognized as a part of the German hip hop scene or even as part of 

German society. Like Kaya and many other scholars, Caglar’s failure to recognize the 

contribution of non-Turkish immigrant artists results in the effective silencing of the 

unique opinions and contributions of other minority groups.   

One article that at first glance seems to break out of the Turkish-German 

paradigm is Andy Bennett’s 1999 article, “Hip hop am Main: the localization of rap 

music and hip hop culture.”  This article focuses specifically on a project that 

attempted to use hip hop not only to promote immigrant engagement in German 

society, but also to encourage integration and interaction between members of 

different ethnic groups, such as Turkish and Moroccan. Bennett’s argument is based 

on the specific context of Frankfurt, home to numerous fans of the genre, but few 

professional artists. When discussing fans of hip hop, Bennett acknowledges the 

multiethnic character of both the German immigrant minority and German rap’s 

audience. However, when discussing German hip hop artists and their cultural 

productions, Bennett nonetheless adheres to a Turkish-German duality.  In 1999, when 

the article was published, pro-Turkey rappers such as those in Cartel dominated the 

German hip hop scene. Cultural productions of minorities other than Turks were 

therefore integrated into an argument structured on Turkish precepts. The members of 

these separate nationality-based minority communities may have shared a similar 
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German immigrant experience as the children and grandchildren of Gastarbeiter, but 

shared experiences do not make Turks and North Africans a homogenous group.  

My study draws on this contemporary scholarship focused on the Turkish-

German cultural struggle. And while my analysis similarly references the Turkish 

voice as a major contributor in the discussion of German multiculturalism, I show how 

it is nonetheless only one of many diverse minority voices. My argument thus 

contrasts other scholarship which sums up the German immigrant experience simply 

as Turkish. Turks certainly comprise the most vocal group of immigrants in German 

hip hop, but their lyrics reach out to other ethnic groups who experience comparable 

hardships in similarly segregated neighborhoods in German cities.  These groups are 

united by the shared experience of ethnic and religious minorities in an unwelcoming 

host culture.  The religious identity shared by Turks, Middle Easterners, North 

Africans, and Indonesians separate them from their predominantly Christian German 

counterparts, and these groups all suffer social marginalization on the basis of religion. 

Southern Europeans, Africans, and Asians continue to be set apart by the color of their 

skin. Even Russian and Eastern Europeans often live in ethnic communities. All of 

these groups share a similar experience of repression and rejection by mainstream 

German society, and can therefore offer individual facets toward a larger critique of 

multiculturalism in German society. The moniker “Turkish rap” limits the socially 

critical message of German rap vis-à-vis its national definition, when in fact, audience 

members and hip hop artists in Germany originate from a plethora of ethnic 

backgrounds.  Just like the two non-Turkish members of Cartel, German immigrants 
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from a variety of backgrounds identify with the music’s socially critical message and 

make up its target audience. 

My subsequent analysis argues for a reimagining of the status and goals of 

German rap music that goes beyond the Turkish-German duality. The Turkish 

immigrant experience, while a valuable reference point for thematic content, cannot be 

used to limit the German rap genre to a single national identity. I suggest that the 

music’s socially critical message resonates with all German immigrants who 

experience the social isolation of a segregated, lower-class neighborhood, and even 

native Germans who feel rejected by mainstream society.  Indeed, German rap’s 

massive popular success indicates that it attracts young listeners from all levels of 

German society.  As I argue, the most popular and influential modern German rappers 

use their art to create a community of misfits that includes any young person who has 

felt marginalized or out of place in contemporary Germany. My subsequent analysis 

focuses on contemporary gangster rappers and their works. Between 2000 and the 

present day, gangster rappers from a variety of ethnic backgrounds have constituted 

the most successful hip hop genre in Germany. They have produced a wealth of texts 

that provide unique insight into Germany’s status as a multicultural nation from the 

viewpoint of the marginalized. 

My analysis expands on rap’s use of social criticism towards positive identity 

formation and social change in four parts. In the first chapter, I begin the study by 

defining the genre of German gangster rap, outlining its origins, social-critical 

penchant, and unique development in Germany. I structure my discussion of particular 
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German variations of rap music by identifying three waves of hip hop. I end the 

chapter with an overview of immigration in Germany and corresponding reactions by 

mainstream German society. This history gives valuable insights into the German 

immigrant experience and its interconnection with German rap. Chapter two builds on 

this history with a closer analysis of the contemporary German rap scene including the 

artists and their texts. I show how rappers use the unique qualities of their medium to 

create a narrative of life in the ghetto. They draw attention to issues such as violence, 

drug use, and criminality to criticize the societal conditions in isolated minority 

communities that contribute to these destructive cycles. By emphasizing the failures 

multiculturalism in Germany, rappers promote active change from the margins of 

society. Chapter three rounds out the discussion by analyzing both the positive and 

negative potential of German rap. I argue that rappers attempt to foster a bottom-up 

approach to integration by offering a view into the minority experience and by 

motivating their audience to positive action. Rappers encourage their listeners to 

escape the cycle of life in the ghetto and improve their own lives and those of their 

peers. Furthermore, rappers draw their listeners’ and the greater German public’s 

attention to very real concerns of social and political equality which are too often 

overlooked. The efficacy of this positive message is at the same time hindered by rap’s 

negative reputation as potentially steering listeners to a life of asocial behavior and 

criminality. Rappers must constantly combat the negative associations that color 

popular opinion of them and their works. The conclusion rounds out my argument for 

reenvisioning the potential of German rap in contemporary discussions of 
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multiculturalism. Recapping the main points of each chapter, I draw out how the 

genre’s social critical penchant promotes positive identity formation amongst fans. 

They thereby mobilize listeners to help build a successful alternative model for 

German multiculturalism. 
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CHAPTER II 

GERMAN RAP’S ORIGINS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENT 

A study of rap music in Germany and its consequences first requires a brief 

history of the genre and its place in society. German rap music has an evolving history 

beginning at the end of the twentieth century.  Originally an American movement, rap 

music along with other elements of hip hop culture such as break dancing and graffiti 

was imported into Western Germany for the first time in the 1980s.  The development 

of German rap music involves a complex interplay of social and musical elements 

from multiple cultures.  

Hip hop music and culture originally developed in New York in the 1970s, 

specifically in lower-class African American neighborhoods such as the Bronx.  Hip 

hop culture is made up of four primary elements: rapping/MCing, DJing, hip hop 

dance/B-Boying, and graffiti (Chang 13).  In addition to these artistic productions, 

members of hip hop culture in America distinguish themselves by adopting a unique 

style of speech, dress, and even behavior.  From its earliest days, American hip hop 

culture was inextricably tied to the social environment from which it emerged.  Hip 

hop developed as an artistic outlet to express the socio-cultural hardships that young 

black Americans faced in the most poverty-stricken areas of New York shortly 

following the American Civil Rights movement.  Rappers and DJs use descriptions of 

life in the “hood,” including gangs and gang violence, drug use and sale, and other 

negative aspects of their experienced environment for the thematic content for their 

music.  Graffiti specifically represented both a visual expression of rebellion against 
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mainstream society and a glorification of lawbreaking by vandalizing both public and 

private property.  These new artistic movements gave urban youth an opportunity to 

express themselves artistically without alienating other members of their communities 

by forgetting their roots.  Furthermore, their demeanor, speech, and dress contained 

derivations of street-gang style, and helped to distinguish artists and fans of the genre 

from mainstream society.  By the turn of the decade, hip hop had become the 

dominant culture of young people in minority-dominated communities of New York.  

The first rap song to break into the German market was the Sugar Hill Gang’s 

single “Rapper’s Delight” in 1979, which was hugely popular and influential in 

America at the time of its release.  Rap music in Germany at this time was essentially 

unheard of, and “Rapper’s Delight” was primarily played in discos and night clubs.  It 

was therefore received as a disco novelty because German audiences lacked 

familiarity with the musical and cultural implications of the record (Elflein 256).  Rap 

music itself was only later embraced in Germany as part of a greater hip hop 

movement with the release of films such as Beat Street (1982) and Wild Style (1984).  

Both of these films portrayed the New York hip hop scene of the early 1980s and 

emphasized hip hop culture as well as music.  In America, these films and others like 

them aimed to spread hip hop culture to American audiences outside the boundaries of 

New York.  These listeners previously had been exposed to the genre’s exclusively 

musical elements, rapping and DJing, via radio and television.  B-Boying and graffiti, 

however, were limited to a more local audience due to their visual and performative 

nature until films like Wild Style introduced them to a broader audience.  The films 
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emphasized in particular the non-musical elements of hip hop culture because they 

were created with a broader American audience in mind.  They built on the existing 

awareness of rap and hip hop music in order to expand mainstream American hip hop 

culture to include the many elements showcased in the films.  In America, hip-hop and 

rap music formed the foundation of the hip hop cultural movement, and American 

audiences viewed the films as a continuation of the rise of hip hop and rap music since 

the 1970s. 

Beat Street and Wild Style were released in West Germany at nearly the same 

time as in America, but the German audience had essentially no prior experience with 

rap music as a medium.  When they were released in Germany, their popularity lead to 

the genesis of an underground B-Boy culture that encompassed all of the pillars of hip 

hop, yet which lacked a strong local community of rap artists such as those portrayed 

by the prominent American figures depicted in the films (Elflein 256).  Before the 

release of such movies in Germany, rap music could only be found in a very limited 

fashion on West German radio (Elflein 256).  Beat Street and Wild Style portrayed a 

cultural culmination of the various cultural aspects of hip hop, including rapping, 

DJing, B-Boying and graffiti, as well as hip hop style, speech, and demeanor.  German 

audiences, however, still lacked the cultural and musical background of hip hop. 

The earliest development of hip hop culture underwent a surprisingly parallel 

development in East and West Germany.  Beat Street was released in East Germany 

only a year after its premiere in the West.  In East Germany, American cultural 

influences were usually censored by the socialist government.  The GDR government 
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originally intended to use Beat Street and Wild Style to portray the evils of American 

capitalist culture to the youth (Schmeiding 75).  This approach backfired as the films 

spawned an underground German hip hop culture that mirrored the contemporary 

scene emerging in West Germany.  The Ministry of State Security of East Germany 

therefore adopted a three-pronged strategy to control hip hop culture: banning 

unauthorized public hip hop performances, requiring hip hop artists to be officially 

licensed and rated by the government in order to perform at sanctioned venues, and 

attempting to replace American imported cultural products with East German 

equivalents.1  Despite these attempts, East German youth found in hip hop a vehicle 

for socially critical artistic expression both within and outside of their officially 

sanctioned activities (Schmeiding 67-8).  

In both East and West Germany, the introduction of hip hop films like Beat 

Street and Wild Style provided the first seeds of the cultural movement.  The films 

emphasized the visual and performative elements of hip hop culture, assuming 

audiences were familiar with hip hop music.  The emphasized areas of graffiti and B-

Boying in particular therefore became the most popular aspects of the culture in 

Germany.  These films also became the primary point of access to the greater hip hop 

culture which emerged in Germany as a unit, including all the elements of American 

hip hop.  Rapping, DJing, B-Boying, and graffiti all developed in Germany 

simultaneously, although they were received with differing levels of popularity.  In the 

                                                 
1 For example: Arnold Fritzsch’s 1985 album “Elektrik Boogie” released the by state-
owned label Amiga (Schmeiding 68). 
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emerging underground hip hop culture in Germany, the music was at first secondary in 

popularity to the visual elements, graffiti, and break dancing.  B-Boying in particular 

was embraced by the youth in Germany and across continental Europe. 

These first hip hop fans and artists in the late 1970’s and through the 1980s 

constituted the first of three stages of German hip hop’s development.  In this first 

stage, hip hop culture was embraced by a small but fervent group of fans which made 

up a minor part of the contemporary music scene.  The overall social, cultural, and 

musical impact of hip hop in Germany was minimal.  The German music charts in the 

late 1970s and early 1980s remained dominated by mainstream movements such as 

popular music, Schlager, dating back to the 1950s, and Neue Deutsche Welle, a 

derivation of the punk rock and new wave genres.  Nonetheless, the early development 

of hip hop culture in Germany laid the groundwork for a genre that would eventually 

develop into a hugely popular and influential musical style in the following decades.  

The First German-Language Rappers 

German rap music began to take off in the 1990s, marking the beginning of the 

second stage of German hip hop’s development.  Before this, the small amount of 

freestyle rap in German hip hop culture was almost exclusively in English.  In the 

early 1990s, however, the hip hop movement gained momentum, bolstered by the 

emergence of rap in German.  Rap’s audience expanded greatly as native language 

texts proved more accessible to German audiences, and was widened further through 
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the expansion of the German-speaking audience following the reunification of East 

and West Germany.  

Two of most influential groups to begin rapping in German at the turn of the 

decade were Advanced Chemistry and Die Fantastischen Vier.  Advanced Chemistry 

was an ethnically diverse group of rappers based out of Heidelberg, Germany.  

Although their origins lay in the English-language rap scene of the 1980s, they played 

a vital role in opening the door to German-language rap at the turn of the decade.  

Unlike other contemporary rap groups, they addressed the audience in German 

between their English-language songs.  Eventually, one member known as Torch 

became the first rap artist in Germany to freestyle in German at a live show.  

Motivated by an enthusiastic response from the audience, Torch went on to write his 

first German rap song in 1988 (Brown 147).   

Although their choice to rap in German was innovative, stylistically Advanced 

Chemistry did not diverge from existing rap music in Germany at that time, which 

almost exclusively imitated the genre’s American origins.  They thereby produced 

music in the tradition of American gangster rap, which drew on the ghetto culture 

found in the major metropolitan American cities in which the rappers originated.  

These American communities were especially centered in the minority-dominated and 

poverty stricken areas of New York City and Los Angeles, and American gangster 

rappers used their music to express social criticism about life within these 

communities.  Their raps were hugely successful and influential, but also controversial 

in America.  The controversy stemmed from the music’s perceived glorification of 
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ghetto culture by highlighting such themes as criminality, violence, drug use, and anti-

authoritarianism.  However, the music also played a constructive role in the lives of its 

artists and listeners.  American rap music provided an artistic outlet for minority youth 

from poverty-stricken neighborhoods in the specific social-cultural background of 

urban New York and Los Angeles. 

 By imitating American artists, early German rappers also adopted these ghetto 

themes and their intended effects.  Advanced Chemistry used the socially critical 

hallmarks of gangster rap to make outspoken statements on the condition of immigrant 

life in Germany.  For example, their song “Fremd in eigenem Land” (“Foreign in Your 

Own Country”) is a critique of the second-class social status of minorities in Germany.  

Advanced Chemistry’s music was also pointedly political.  The artists used socially 

critical language to argue for the promotion of German multiculturalism and to fight 

racism and xenophobia (Brown 142).  The group never gained a mainstream 

following, in part because they remained fiercely independent and underground.  They 

never signed with a major record company and instead released all their music via 

their own independent label (Brown 140).  Mainstream German audiences, whose 

lives were far removed from the insular communities of immigrants in major 

metropolises, did not appear to identify with this music’s themes.  These German 

rappers also distanced themselves from their German audience by strictly imitating 

American rap styles.  The first group to bridge this divide was Die Fantastischen Vier, 

the first group to rap in German and achieve mainstream success.   
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Die Fantastischen Vier began performing at approximately the same time as 

Advanced Chemistry.  Originally from Stuttgart, the four members of Die 

Fantastischen Vier were of German heritage and came from a middle-class 

background.  During a trip to Los Angeles in the late 1980s, the group became aware 

of the problematic gap between their target audience in Germany and the 

fundamentally American roots of gangster rap.  Upon returning to Germany, they set 

out to create rap music that was not only in the German language but that would also 

resonate thematically with German audiences (Brown 145).  Thus began the first 

stylistic evolution of German rap music.  Die Fantastischen Vier purposefully avoided 

the hard edge of gangster rap, choosing instead to cater to listeners from the 

predominantly white, German middle class.  Instead of focusing on the heavy 

struggles of the American urban poor, Die Fantastischen Vier created rap music that 

was light-hearted and tongue-in-cheek.  They even went as far as to criticize alleged 

German gangster rappers, whose adoption of the gangster rap style they viewed as 

unauthentic posing (Brown 147).  Die Fantastischen Vier essentially eliminated the 

social-critical element of rap music from their new style of German rap.  They 

purposefully approached their music as entertainment freed from political or social 

agendas that they did not feel were applicable to their audience.  Instead of 

commenting on life in the ghetto and imitating American styles and themes, they 

chose to use their native language to focus on their everyday experiences (Pennay 

151).  The group shifted the main themes of their raps and tamed the genre by 

focusing their lyrics on relationships, intimacy, and the daily lives of mainstream 
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middle-class German young people.  In doing so, Die Fantastischen Vier created a 

uniquely German style of rap to resonate with mainstream German youth, who were 

overwhelmingly white and middle-class.  This venture proved quite successful; their 

1992 single “Die Da?!” became the first German hip hop song to gain mainstream 

popularity and reach the German music charts.  Although the majority of members of 

the underground rap scene looked down on their music as commercial and insipid, Die 

Fantastischen Vier succeeded in bringing German language hip hop and rap music to a 

mainstream audience in Germany for the first time in the early 1990s.  

Turkish-German Rap 

With the success of Die Fantastichen Vier, German-language rap music 

established itself as a popular genre with mainstream German audiences.  Potential 

listeners of rap music in Germany also went beyond Die Fantastichen Vier’s intended 

audience of middle-class German youth.  Turkish immigrants to Germany and their 

children had constituted a large portion of the audience in the first wave of hip hop in 

Germany in the late 1970s and early 1980s.  When American rap songs began to be 

played in German discotheques in 1979, Turkish immigrant youth dominated the 

nightclub culture in major cities such as Berlin (Elflein 256).  Rap’s social criticism 

and the focus on minority experiences of the urban poor resonated with the Turkish 

immigrant community.  Rap music increased in popularity among Turkish youth when 

German-language rap music began to appear, as German-language texts made the 

genre more accessible to non-English speakers.  However, while white, middle class 

German youth could identify with Die Fantastichen Vier’s raps, first and second 
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generation immigrants to Germany faced very different living conditions from their 

native German counterparts.  Although Die Fantastichen Vier’s language choice made 

their music popular, Turkish youth could no longer identify with their middle class 

themes.  Young Turkish artists bridged this divide by creating their own German-

language raps which applied social criticism to the unique experiences of Turkish 

immigrants in Germany.  These artists drew on a long, contentious history of Turkish 

immigration to Germany for the thematic content of their music.  This tension found 

an artistic outlet in the 1990s in the increasingly popular medium of rap music, 

resulting in the third and final stage of German rap’s development.  Unlike the 

‘whitewashed’ hip hop from Die Fantastischen Vier that lead to rap’s mainstream 

popularity in Germany, Turkish minority populations seized upon rap’s original, 

starkly social-critical form, and introduced new trends within the German rap scene.  

Perhaps the best example of this phenomenon is the compilation album Cartel, whose 

music became popular in both Germany and in Turkey. 

Cartel was a single album released by a rap group organized by Ozan Sinan, a 

Berlin music producer.  The group united three rap groups from across Germany: 

Karakan from Nuremberg, Da Crime Posse from Kiel, and Erci-E, an MC from West 

Berlin.  The seven musicians featured in Cartel included five Turks, one German, and 

one Cuban (Kaya 47).  Cartel’s music was aggressively pro-Turkish and socially 

critical.  Some members of the group were affiliated with Turkish-German anti-racist 

groups who responded to racially motivated hate crimes against immigrants by the 

Neo-Nazis of the extreme right (Cinar 43).  Cartel’s music sought to express the 
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artists’ frustration at the status of immigrants in German society, stemming from the 

perceived treatment of immigrants as second-class citizens due to their racial and 

cultural heritage.  This was a common frustration amongst second-generation youth 

who had been born in Germany to immigrant parents but who continued to live in 

immigrant communities.  In defiance of the perceived negative, racist reaction to 

Turkish identity in Germany, Cartel’s members called on Turks to assert their 

presence in German society rather than remain excluded from mainstream German life 

by living in separate, usually impoverished communities.  By championing a positive 

realization of their cultural heritage in their music, Cartel brought the controversial 

question of Germany’s multiculturalism into question.  They thereby re-politicized the 

German rap scene following Die Fantastischen Vier.  

Cartel’s music not only promoted a positive image of Turkish ethnicity, it also 

incorporated Turkish elements including traditional Turkish melodies and instruments.  

Cartel’s artists used multi-lingual lyrics in Turkish, German, and English to 

specifically address the Turkish immigrant population in Germany.  However, the 

producers of their music furthered not only a positive image of Turks in Germany, but 

also an aggressively pro-Turkey image in their promotion of the band.  The CD’s 

cover imitates the red ground of the Turkish flag, with the letter ‘C’ of Cartel 

representing the crescent in the center (“Aesthetics of diaspora” 47).2  It is decorated 

with ornamental Turkish designs.  Accompanying promotional goods such as hats, T-

shirts, and coats also followed the Turkish design scheme.  The mainstream Turkish 

                                                 
2 See Figure 1.1 Album Cover: Cartel. 
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media saw Cartel as a victory for Turks in the West, proving that Turks could produce 

and enhance western musical styles.  The music and merchandise was also 

commercially successful in Turkey, especially amongst right-wing extremist youth.  

The music resonated with young nationalist extremists in Turkey who confused 

Cartel’s call for a positive Turkish identity within Germany with a nationalist pro-

Turkey message, while ignoring the group’s unique criticism of the status of 

immigrants in German society.  At this time in Turkey the right-wing political party, 

the Nationalist Movement Party, was gaining momentum, and proponents adopted 

Cartel’s pro-Turkish message into their political ideology of pan-Turkish unification 

and enmity toward separatist Kurdish movements.  The artists in Cartel were disturbed 

by this distortion of their music; the producers, however, were content, as Cartel’s 

record sold 30,000 copies in Germany and 180,000 copies in Turkey (Cinar, 43). 

In Germany, the reception of Cartel’s music marked another important shift in 

the evolution of the German rap scene.  Although Cartel’s reception in Turkey was 

more enthusiastic than in their German homeland, Cartel and its members had an 

important impact on the thematic content of popular German rap music.  Along with 

other Turkish-German rap groups based in Berlin such as Islamic Force, Ünal, and 

Azize-A, Cartel brought political and social criticism into German rap music for a 

mainstream audience for the first time.  Early efforts to highlight political and social 

issues including the immigrant experience by artists like Advanced Chemistry could 

be found in German rap nearly a decade before Cartel’s success, but in the previous 

decade the social-critical rap music was limited to an underground audience and 
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written and performed mainly in English.  While Die Fantastischen Vier subsequently 

made rap music accessible to a wider German audience, they catered to the white, 

middle class majority and rid the music of its political and social critique.  Cartel and 

its contemporaries gained access to this broader audience by building on the popular 

success of earlier groups yet by also introducing a new, highly political- and social-

critical form of rap in German that promoted the Turkish minority as they struggled to 

integrate into mainstream German society.    

Although German hip hop was never exclusively Turkish, Turks dominated the 

communities out of which German hip hop emerged and the majority of German rap 

artists were of Turkish descent.  It is important to note that two of Cartel’s members 

were not ethnically Turkish.  Cartel and its contemporaries spearheaded the third stage 

of German rap groups.  These artists’ social-critical message was inextricable from its 

German environment.  Their music was specifically focused on German-Turkish 

tensions, the status of the immigrant youth in German society, the perceived 

marginalization of Germany’s minority populations, and the struggles of life in 

impoverished immigrant communities.  Even beyond this, the struggles and hardships 

they brought to light were shared by the many ethnic groups that constituted the 

German immigrant minority.  Turks became the spokespeople for the German 

minority and Turkish-German socio-cultural issues became synonymous for the 

greater social predicament of immigrant minorities in Germany at the end of the 

twentieth century.  
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In the second and third stages of German rap’s development, and once rap 

music had attained commercial success in Germany, two parallel stylistic trends 

persisted.  In the second stage, Die Fantastischen Vier enjoyed ongoing popular and 

commercial success with their signature brand of middle-class hip hop.  Their 

thematically tame and unthreatening raps laid the foundation for German hip hop 

music to become a recognizable genre and creative force on the mass market.  

However, a second branch of German hip hop continued to be produced, in which the 

music stylistically and thematically resembled both the earliest German rappers and 

the genre’s American roots, and which produced a method of artistic expression for 

underprivileged minority youth.  However, this social-critical hip hop did not gain 

commercial success at first, as seen in the case of Advanced Chemistry.  In the third 

and final stage of German rap, the success of Die Fantastischen Vier helped more 

daring social-critical rappers reach a wider German audience with texts that in 

previous decades would have been limited to the German hip hop underground.  In 

this stage, groups like Cartel brought the social criticism that Die Fantastischen Vier 

had removed back to the spotlight in the German hip hop genre.  This return was 

fueled by the increasingly tense relationship between the Turkish immigrant minority 

and the German majority, in particular the rise of racist hate crimes by the extreme 

right, and the ongoing social and cultural isolation of immigrants in economically 

depressed and crime-ridden areas of major cities.  As these cultural tensions rose over 

the course of the 1990s, German hip hop music became an increasingly important 

cultural force.  In 1993 the German television channel Viva included German-
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language hip hop in its musical rotation, along with rock and pop music in German 

and English (von Dirke 97).  With German hip hop on German music charts as well as 

on German radio and television, the genre officially established itself as a household 

presence in Germany. 

In the late 1990s and into the 2000s, German hip hop continued to follow these 

two established trends.  The light-hearted ‘party’ raps of groups like Die Fantastischen 

Vier enjoyed mainstream popularity in Germany while remaining stylistically and 

thematically static.  In social-critical raps like Cartel’s, however, the genre underwent 

rapid developments by continually borrowing and expanding on contemporary 

American hip hop as projected through the medium of television.  Media exports, such 

as the American music channel MTV which aired programs like Yo! MTV Raps, 

exposed international listeners to hip hop music and culture on the mass market level 

(von Dierke 96).  German artists incorporated elements of contemporary American hip 

hop into their uniquely German music.  

The developing Turkish rap movement in Germany in the 1990s had much in 

common with hip hop culture in terms of style, music, and message. Their style of 

dress and mannerisms, the tough attitude, appearance, and posturing established by the 

street gangs of New York defined hip hop artists’ artistic identities on both sides of the 

Atlantic.  Gangster rap music developed as both a reaction to and a development of 

disco music—rejecting disco’s thematic frivolity but nonetheless maintaining an up-

beat tempo appropriate for the dance parties (called bloc parties) where it first 

emerged. As the genre developed, artists used their music to engage in a critical 
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discussion of the living conditions of the urban poor. In the 1980’s, the subgenre of 

gangster rap began to dominate hip hop. Gangster rap’s defining characteristic is also 

its primary source of thematic content: brutal descriptions of the violent lifestyles of 

gangsters.  Musically, the subgenre moved away from its disco roots, and became 

darker and grittier. Gangster rap would go on to become the most commercially 

successful style of hip hop music. 

Gangster rap’s lyrics describe life in the ghetto as a crucial narrative element in 

its social-critical message.  Their raps depict the turbulent lives of young black men in 

impoverished neighborhoods, portraying the darkest elements of life as a gang 

member, including drug trafficking, prostitution, and gang violence, as well as the 

benefits of a life of crime. As leaders in the ghetto community, gangster rappers also 

boast about their wealth, parties, and promiscuity and their lyrics therefore offer a 

glimpse into the seductive benefits and potential pitfalls of life as a gangster. This 

portrayal of gangster society constructs a lyrical ghetto to express the social frustration 

of life in a marginalized population. By establishing themselves as the leaders of this 

society, rappers use this ghetto construct to provoke mainstream society. The 

community they portray exists outside ordered society, and as its leaders rappers 

openly reject the authority of the police and government.  These artists therefore 

present themselves as spokespeople for their subculture, and they must convince their 

audience that they speak from genuine experience. 

Artistic merit is also tied to perceived authenticity of experience. Gangster 

rappers use depictions of ghetto society and their role within it to distinguish the 
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uniqueness of their art vis-a-vis commercial groups more concerned with creating art 

for profit than with delivering a social-critical message (von Dierke 105). The concept 

of street-credibility, or “street-cred” lends legitimacy to gangster rap.  Artists who 

draw on experiences of marginalized populations for thematic content validate their 

authority to spread social-critical messages by creating a tough image that will 

authenticate them as members of these communities.  However, a danger is that when 

these artists attain commercial success, their fame and wealth can distance them from 

their ghetto roots.  Hip hop artists must therefore not only adopt but also maintain a 

gangster persona in order to preserve their status as legitimate spokespeople for the 

underprivileged. 

  To lend credibility to their ghetto personas, rappers fall into a problematic 

thematic construct of creating a negative form of self assertion.  Communicated via 

apparent self-recrimination, gangster rappers appear to glorify the worst elements of 

their environment, in part as a biting social commentary, but also to further their 

street-cred.  These rappers’ music has been accused of venerating crime, anti-

authoritarianism, violence, drug use, and the abandonment of sexual values, along 

with the debasement of women, and the propagation of racist stereotypes of the 

rappers’ own social and cultural background.  Perhaps the clearest example of this 

self-confident self-degradation in both American and German rap can be seen in the 

appropriation of racist slurs as community identifiers.  In America, rappers and other 

members of hip hop culture reappropriated the ethnic slur “nigger.”  German rappers 

reworked ghetto models from the United States in response to their own domestic 
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constellations (von Dierke 108).  German rappers began referring to themselves as 

Kanake, an ethnic slur aimed at immigrants in Germany, and specifically applied to 

Turks.  Just as the Turkish-German slur remade its American equivalent, German-

language rappers used Turkish-German tensions to fill the role of America’s racial 

conflict between blacks and whites as a source of thematic content for their lyrics.  In 

Germany as in America, rappers used inner city life as a negative symbol of social 

decay and the failure to achieve a multi-cultural society.  

As German hip hop began to expand in popularity, rappers struggled to achieve 

commercial success without compromising their image as representatives of a 

marginalized population.  The earliest rap groups in Germany were hampered by their 

insistence on producing legitimate hip hop at the cost of commercial success.  In a 

country where hip hop struggled to gain a large audience, groups like Advanced 

Chemistry who adhered to an ideal form of subversive hip hop and refused to sell-out 

and release music via a major label therefore remained relatively obscure.  In the 

second stage of German hip-hop’s development, commercialization became the 

working standard.  Die Fantastischen Vier’s music is undeniably popular and the 

artists themselves rejected the ghetto construct (and with it social criticism), which 

they considered a hindrance to commercial success.  In the third stage of German rap, 

however, Turkish-German rappers brought the focus back to social-critical topics 

whereby legitimacy was just as pronounced a goal as commercial success.  The 

immigrant experience in Germany they described lent them credibility with minority 

audiences.  The Turkish minority came to represent the status of all minorities in 
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Germany and the hardships of the Turkish-German experience in major cities like 

Berlin represented the modern German ghetto.  

Throughout the history of rap in Germany, Turks acted as figureheads for a 

multiple ethnic minorities in communities of the urban poor.  General issues of multi-

nationalism were always a major focal point in German hip hop.  In the first stage of 

German hip hop, fans of the genre from a multitude of ethnic backgrounds found 

common ground in an underground genre.  As German rap gained commercial success 

during the second stage, groups such as Advanced Chemistry continued to espouse 

ideals of multinationalism, although their more successful contemporaries shied away 

from such difficult subject matter.  In the third stage, twenty first century German 

gangster rap emerged containing a social critique based on the perceived failure of that 

goal.  Gangster rappers establish their artistic merit by propagating negative racial and 

social stereotypes, in order to use those negative experiences to highlight Germany’s 

troubled relationship with minority populations.  This specifically German 

permutation of the gangster rap genre has defined the movement from 1990 to the 

present day.  The current definition of German gangster rap can be seen as founded on 

aspects of the American genre yet tailored to a specifically German social 

environment and audience. 

Immigration to Germany 

Understanding the unique context of German rap’s social critique of the 

minority experience requires a brief look at Germany’s immigration history.  Germans 
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of Turkish origin currently form the largest ethnic minority within Germany, making 

up between 4-5% of the overall population (Younge 2011).  Beginning in 1952 as 

Germany was suffering a shortage of workers after the end of the Second World War, 

the government began recruiting foreign guest workers.  Germany became the primary 

European destination for immigration from Turkey after the countries reached a guest 

worker recruitment agreement in 1961.  In that year alone, 7,116 Turks immigrated to 

Germany. The massive popularity of the guest worker agreement can be seen in the 

rapid influx of Turkish guest workers, or Gastarbeiter: 1964 marked the arrival of the 

1,000,000th Turkish Gastarbeiter.  By the time recruitment ended in 1973, eighty 

percent of the Turks in Western Europe were living in Germany.  In the early 1970s, 

the West German workforce population had recovered from the post-war crisis, and 

the perceived loss of German jobs to Turkish immigrants made West Germans 

apprehensive.  Despite the end of guest worker recruitment between 1974 and 1988, 

the number of Turks in Germany nearly doubled thanks to the Unification of Families 

Law.  This law allowed immigrants already in Germany to bring dependants to live 

with them, including spouses and children.  Another significant influx was due to 

asylum seekers.  Since 1985 the number of Turkish applications for asylum in 

Germany has steadily increased.3 

                                                 
3 Herbert (2001), Lucassen (2005), McRae (1981), Findley (2005). Turkish 
immigration to Germany has a long and complex history, the full extent of which falls 
outside the scope of this work. A brief history of the most critical dates and numbers 
should provide a brief introduction to prevailing immigration trends and the social 
reactions they aroused.  
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The vast majority of Turkish immigrants who came to Germany during this 

time period settled in minority-dominated neighborhoods of major metropolitan areas.  

These communities suffered from a plethora of social issues, including poverty, 

violence, illiteracy, and drug use.  One effect of the de facto segregation of the 

immigrant population in Germany was the perpetuation of social problems via unequal 

educational opportunities.  Schools in immigrant neighborhoods had lower quality and 

struggled with more disciplinary issues than schools in non-immigrant neighborhoods.  

The rapid arrival of Turkish immigrants and the establishment of these almost 

exclusively immigrant communities in major metropolitan areas caused undeniable 

tension within mainstream German society.  Differing value systems ignited cultural 

conflicts, especially for women and second-generation children.  Beginning in the 

1980s, a campaign was started to encourage all German immigrants to return to their 

countries of origin. This growing tension between the immigrant minority and the 

mainstream population colored the political and social environment, and influenced 

contemporary German cultural productions, including gangster rap. 

Newspaper articles released over the course of German immigration history 

provide telling insight into mainstream society’s reaction to the sudden influx of 

minorities, both Turks and others, under the Gastarbeiterprogramm, or Guest Worker 

Program. One such article, “Hundertausend italienische Arbeiter kommen” published 

in 1955 in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, discusses the first wave of worker 
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recruitment in Germany.4 At this early stage, guest worker recruitment is viewed in a 

positive light, providing mutual benefits to both countries, and the Italian foreign 

minister is quoted saying, “A new period of fruitful cooperation between the two 

countries has begun” (A hundred). Clearly, guest worker recruitment began with the 

best intentions for both German hosts and foreign workers, yet even in its earliest 

stage the discussion of immigration raised concerns about giving German jobs to non-

German workers.  The article mentions such apprehensions as the destabilization of 

salary standards and the living conditions of the incoming workers. As guest worker 

recruitment continued and inter-racial tensions in Germany rose, the discussion of 

German immigration would become increasingly focused on its negative aspects.  

One reason for the resistance of mainstream German society to the integration 

of foreign guest workers stemmed from these workers’ national and ethnic origins. 

The exclusion of this group from mainstream German society was based on the belief 

that immigrants from outside western Europe were fundamentally different from their 

German contemporaries. This attitude is reflected in Giacomo Maturi’s “Die 

Eingliederung der südländischen Arbeitskräfte und ihre besonderen 

Anpassungsschwierigkeiten,” first published in 1961 in Ausländische Arbeitskäfte in 

Deutschland. Maturi refers to the migrant community as a unit of southerners. As the 

text states, “Many of the difficulties in the integration of foreign labor power in the 

German economy originate in the differentness of these southern people” (Maturi 32). 

                                                 
4 An English translation by David Gramling can be found in the anthology Germany in 

Transit: Nation and Immigration. 
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These “southerners” are described as fundamentally different from Germans in regard 

to several factors including: the southern understanding of work as less harried than its 

northern counterpart; the perceived southern preference for spiritual and personal 

fulfillment (i.e. religious beliefs) over external comforts such as financial affluence 

and modern technology; and the southern surfeit of passion, with the associated 

perception that they are impulsive and even violent. These images contributed to the 

belief that German employers must both encourage their best work and placate their 

volatile tempers. Maturi concludes that, “The depth and momentousness of these 

factors show that it is impossible and irrational to demand a quick and total adaptation 

[to German society]” ( 32). The immigrant community’s failure to integrate into 

German society was perceived as an impossible task at its outset, and the us-vs.-them 

mentality of the German majority continued to hinder Germany’s development into a 

multicultural state. This mindset reflects the tendency of the German majority 

population to generalize the growing immigrant population into a separate and 

homogenized immigrant “other.” 

This attitude can be seen in the 1970 article, “Komm, Komm, Komm—Geh, 

Geh, Geh,” published in the magazine Der Spiegel. The author aims to shed light on 

the underprivileged status of minorities in Germany and highlights a contrast between 

the diverse ethnic makeup of the immigrant population and the German population’s 

negative stereotype of that group. Guest workers are mentioned from a variety of 

countries, including Turkey, Yugoslavia, Italy, Greece, Spain, and Portugal. Yet these 

workers are collectively referred to as “camel drivers” and “mutton eaters,” 
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completely disregarding the diverse ethnic makeup of the minority population in favor 

of a broad dismissal of the whole population via ethnic stereotypes of Occidental 

society.  By 1973, when German guest worker recruitment ended, Germans referred to 

minorities not just by often inapplicable Eastern stereotypes (camel drivers being the 

most clear example), but specifically as Turkish, regardless of their national heritage. 

This can be seen in an article published in the magazine Die Zeit in 1973, “Die Türken 

probten den Aufstand.”  The article discusses a strike and sit-in by foreign workers at 

the Ford plant in Cologne in which guest workers protested their unfair working 

conditions compared to their German counterparts. The article describes how 

immigrants were given the dirtiest and most uncomfortable jobs, while the language 

barrier prevented them from accessing better positions or wages. Such conditions were 

shared by all of the factories’ guest workers, yet the article introduces them as, 

“Foreigners, primarily Turks” (Kurylo 42). Workers of other national backgrounds are 

mentioned in passing, but their role is not developed and they are treated as players in 

a Turkish movement. As the tension between Germans and minorities built over the 

course of guest worker recruitment, the ethnic identity of the immigrant “other” was 

based on one specific stereotype. This generalization conveys tensions between native 

Germans and incoming guest workers as a conflict between two disparate groups, first 

the Germans and southerners, then Germans and Turks. In the early uncertain years, 

southerners were identified as separate from German society but ultimately as a 

valuable source of labor. By the time the minority population had sufficiently grown 

in size and influence to be perceived as a threat to the native German majority, the 
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immigrant threat was specified as exclusively Turkish, ignoring the national diversity 

of the migrant community as a whole.  

The mainstream tendency to categorize the immigrant population according to 

a single national label is also evident in scholarship on minority cultural productions, 

especially German rap. Analyses of German rappers and their texts use the Turkish 

example as the model for the German immigrant experience. While my analysis 

similarly references the Turkish voice as a major contributor in the discussion of 

German multiculturalism, I argue that Turks nonetheless constitute only one of many 

diverse minority voices in German rap. I assert that rappers from a variety of ethnic 

backgrounds draw on their unique experiences of marginalization and isolation to 

provide insight into Germany’s status as a multicultural nation from the viewpoint of 

the underprivileged. 
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CHAPTER III 

CONTEMPORARY RAPPERS AND SOCIAL CRITISCISM 

A better understanding of German rappers’ social-critical intentions and the 

challenges they face in spreading this message first requires an overview of the 

contemporary rap scene. Hip hop culture in modern Germany consists of numerous 

individual artists who release their music either independently or via various record 

labels. Especially in the context of hip hop, record labels function in many ways as 

artistic alliances, uniting rappers in cliques that often resemble the gang society out of 

which hip hop was born.  The network of record labels in Germany and their 

respective rappers significantly impacts the works and artistic identities of 

contemporary hip hop artists by aligning them with the label’s prevailing style and 

artists. In the early 2000s, the most successful German rappers founded and promoted 

their own record labels, either as sub-labels of larger international record companies or 

independently. For the purposes of my analysis I have selected a representative artist 

from three of the most popular and influential hip hop labels in Germany, Aggro 

Berlin, Deluxe Records and Erstguterjunge. These artists provide an overview of the 

major voices in the contemporary German rap scene.  

The most influential German rap label was Aggro Berlin. After opening its 

doors in 2001, it quickly established a core group of rappers who epitomize the 

contemporary German gangster rap style. Their choice of name indicates the 

aggressive style of music they produced.  Berlin rappers Specter, Spaiche, und Halil, 

established Aggro Berlin in Berlin in January 2001, but the founding trio primarily 
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produced and guest starred in the label’s more prolific artists’ music. The first artist to 

join Aggro Berlin goes by the name Sido. Sido was born Paul Hartmut Würdig on 

November 30, 1980, to a German father and a Sinti mother. He has stated in 

interviews that he is also one-eighth Irani. Sido spent his childhood in East Berlin 

before moving with mother and sister to West Berlin in 1988. Here he first came in 

contact with the German ghetto environment. Upon arriving in the GDR, the family 

first lived in temporary accommodations along with many asylum seekers. They then 

moved into Märkisches Viertel, a high-rise residential area in the Berlin district 

of Reinickendorf. During Sido’s childhood and youth, Märkisches Viertel had a high 

proportion of migrants and low-income families. His experiences “im Viertel” and his 

multi-racial ethnic heritage later provided inspiration for the aggressive and profane 

lyrics that made him famous. Although Aggro Berlin eventually closed on April 1, 

2009, Sido has maintained his association with the label’s name and former artists, in 

fact  when he released his first album with Urban Records, a sublabel of Universal 

Music Germany, he titled it Aggro Berlin.5 

The second highly influential German rapper to join Aggro Berlin, also in 

2001, goes by the name Bushido. Born Anis Mohamed Youssef Ferchichi on 

September 28, 1978, in Bad Godesberg near Bonn to a German mother and a Tunisian 

father, Bushido moved to West Berlin at a young age. While living in the Berlin-

                                                 
5
  Other Aggro Berlin Artists include: G-Hot (2005-2007), a Berlin rapper discovered 

by Fler with whom. Aggro Berlin stopped working after controversy surrounding his 
homophobic song “Keine Toleranz;” Tony D (2005-2009) from Berlin-Kreuzberg; and 
Kitty Kat (2006-2009) from Berlin. 
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Tempelhof district, he began but did not finish high school (Ich bin ein Spiesser). He 

became interested in rap music early, and started releasing demos in 1998. Before 

signing with Aggro Berlin in 2001, he collaborated with other German rappers on the 

label I Luv Money Records. After signing with Aggro Berlin, he appeared on the 

collaborative album Carlo, Cokxxx, Nutten in 2002. This is considered one of the first 

and most influential modern German gangster rap albums. Bushido eventually left the 

label in 2004 and signed with Universal after a disagreement with Specter, Spaiche, 

und Halil. He then went on to found the independent label Ersguterjunge. Today, 

Bushido is considered one of the most important voices in the contemporary German 

rap scene.   

Shortly after Aggro Berlin closed down in 2001, another independent German 

hip hop label, Deluxe Records, also closed its doors. Rapper Samy Deluxe founded the 

label as a sub-label of the American record label Capitol Records in 2003. He was 

born Samy Sorge on December 19, 1977 in Hamburg, Germany, to a German mother 

and a Sudanese father. His father abandoned the family shortly after his birth. Like 

Sido and Bushido, the experiences of a mixed-race youth in a single parent household 

raised conflicts of racial and ethnic identity that became a main theme in his work.   

 The biographies of Bushido, Sido, and Samy Deluxe reveal the diverse ethnic 

makeup of the modern German rap scene. All of these artists are German citizens with 

multiethnic origins. They are united not by shared ethnicity, but by shared experience. 

All of them experienced the unique society of the German ghetto found in lower-class 

neighborhoods of major metropolitan areas as children. They come from broken or 
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unstable families, and their struggles were exacerbated by financial and social conflict. 

Today, as successful artists, these rappers draw on their past experiences as a source of 

inspiration for their lyrics. They were all drawn to hip hop at a young age as a method 

of personal artistic expression that allows them to cope with their troubled personal 

histories and highlight the similar hardships still faced by underprivileged German 

youth.   

Rap as Social Critique 

Rappers use their lyrics to express a socially critical message based on the 

experiences of marginalized populations in Germany to a young German audience. 

What makes rap music so uniquely suited to this message in comparison with other 

forms of expression is the medium’s interconnection of lyrical text and musical form. 

Because it is widely played on the radio and in public venues, it reaches young people 

in a way that so-called higher forms of art, for example classical music, cannot. Rap 

lyrics are aimed at a population of young people who are increasingly uninterested in 

traditional fine arts. Yet although it is a modern genre, rap music’s lyrical style 

belongs to one of the oldest forms of human literary production, poetry. Like metrical 

verse, rap’s lines are set to rhythm, in this case, the rhythm of the musical beat. Rap 

music’s beat is therefore the audible equivalent of poetic meter. Rap lyrics do not 

resemble contemporary poetic movements such as free verse or spoken word, but 

rather closely resemble some of the oldest forms of poetry, such as the strong-stress 

meter of Beowulf and other bardic ballads (Bradley xv). In this way, rap music 

elevates poetry by presenting it in a way that is appealing to a popular youth audience. 
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Its unique structural qualities allow it to spread a message of social and political 

critique in a way that other musical genres cannot. 

Unlike other forms of music which may draw on poetic textures, rap music 

uses a two-sided rhythmic interplay that unites the rhythm of language with the 

rhythm of the music. Literary scholar Adam Bradley describes the integral relationship 

between rap’s lyrics and beat when he states,  

Skilled MCs underscore the rhythm of the track in the rhythm of their flows 
 and the patterns of their rhymes. As a consequence, the lyrics rappers write are
  more readily separated from their specific musical contexts and presented in 
 written form as poetry. The rhythm comes alive on the page because so much 
 of it is embedded in the language itself (xvi). 

 
Because texts are rapped, not sung, rappers are not constrained by matching their 

lyrics to a melody. When a song text is set to a melody, the melody has a direct effect 

on the lyrical content because the notes and the words go hand-in-hand. In rap music, 

however, the two exist interdependently. Rap lyrics have more freedom, as rappers 

focus only on matching their words to the beat not the melody. The beat’s ordered 

structure lets rappers experiment with syncopation and stress, creating rhythmic 

surprises that would sound chaotic without the unifying structure of the musical 

rhythm. This allows rap to take on a unique position between traditional poetry and 

melodic music. Because rap is not burdened by a restricting musical form, rap lyrics 

can create poetic textures without clashing with melodic or harmonic structures. This 

crucial difference between rap lyrics and song lyrics means that rappers’ texts 

resemble traditional poetry in ways that melodic lyrics cannot. 
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Rap music expands upon the genre of poetry by staging it in a way that makes 

it accessible to a wider audience. Its unique combination of a driving, unifying beat 

and fast-paced lyrics results in texts that can examine a topic in further depth than 

melodic music. The sheer velocity of rappers’ speech enables them to pack a large 

amount of content into each line of a song. Structurally, this creates a crucial 

difference between rap texts and song texts in terms of thematic density. Song texts 

usually focus on a single motif. In rap music, however, the song’s “hook,” or chorus, 

presents and expands upon the text’s central theme. This hook is then repeated, 

introducing verses in which rappers are free to elaborate in-depth upon different 

aspects of the central theme. This allows rappers to present a thorough analysis of their 

topic, rather than introducing an individual motif.  

Rappers use the unique qualities of their medium to construct a popular 

narrative of life in the ghetto. In their individual songs, rappers paint detailed lyrical 

images of the German ghetto environment based on the daily experiences of its 

inhabitants. In the greater context of the genre, these images work together to establish 

a lyrical construct that shares the daily experiences of Germany’s marginalized 

minorities with mainstream German listeners. This ghetto narrative is used to call 

attention to the hardships of life in the ghetto to the greater German cultural 

consciousness. Rappers criticize societal conditions in the ghetto, particularly via the 

seemingly inescapable cycle of life as propagated by broken family environments and 

ever-present criminality and violence. Furthermore, they also criticize a political 
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system that fails to better the situation and create a functioning multicultural German 

society.  

German gangster rappers openly voice their critical opinion of German society, 

particularly the inhospitable ghetto environment. Sido relates a series of anecdotes that 

provide the listener a glimpse into the struggles of youth in the ghetto in his song, 

“Bergab.” “Bergab” was released twice in 2006, first on the album Ich. The second 

version of the song, released on the album’s premium edition, replaces the original 

two verses with a series of new, shorter verses featuring several prominent guest 

rappers. These guest stars are collectively referred to as the Aggro Allstars because of 

their relationship with the record label Aggro Berlin.6 In both versions, Sido 

introduces his socially critical message in the song’s hook,  

Das ist ein Leben im Viertel, 
Ees geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Es ist das Leben im Viertel, 
Das dir das Überleben schwer macht. . .  
Das Leben im Viertel ist 'ne Schlampe, 
Und dann stirbst du als wär's das. 
Ernshaft?! 
 

Here, Sido establishes the ghetto environment as the unifying factor in the downfall of 

several characters. Social conditions degrade and repress them while they are alive, 

and eventually lead to their demise. Each of the song’s verses revolves around this 

                                                 
6 The Aggro Allstars included B-Tight, KittyKat (the label’s only female artist),  
AlpaGun, and G-Hot. In the remix of Bergab, their anecdotes refer to other major 
social issues facing the inhabitants of the ghetto, including rampant promiscuity, 
AIDS, homelessness, and unfair treatment, even persecution, by the police.  
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central theme and describes the life of an inhabitant who falls victim to one of the 

many hazards of ghetto life.   

In the original edition of “Bergab,” the rapper relates two anecdotes that bring 

to light two of the major social issues in the ghetto, crime and drug use. The first 

anecdote tells of an unnamed young man who becomes “Der Chef in seinem 

Hochhaus“ by becoming a successful drug dealer (Bergab). His lack of identifying 

characteristics insinuates that this could be any young man from a troubled 

background, not merely the subject of a troubling anecdote. Sido explains his turn to 

crime in the verse’s first lines,  

Im Viertel geht's nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Er will nach oben, doch er weiß nichts über Schwerkraft. 
 Weil er nie etwas gelernt hat, 
Außer cool sein, 
Denn cool sein bringt dich im Viertel sicher durch die Schulezeit (Bergab). 
 

Here, Sido criticizes the unequal education for youth who attend public schools in 

disenfranchised districts of major metropolitan areas. He asserts that the documented 

discipline and educational quality issues in such schools fail to prepare their students 

for reputable careers. As an alternative, his protagonist turns to the easy but risky life 

of a drug dealer. The next lines illustrate the deceptive allure of such a lifestyle, 

saying,  

Im Viertel kommst du nicht an ihm vorbei, 
Wenn du Drogen brauchst. 
Er versorgt sie alle. 
Und die Geschäfte laufen. 
Er guckt nicht mehr auf die Peise, einfach nur das beste kaufen. 
Er hat Geld, 
Ihm geht's gut.  
Im Viertel hat er's weit gebracht.  
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Doch er sieht nicht das sowas die Jung's im Viertel neidisch macht. 
Er fühlt sich sicher, 
Cox lässt ihn denken, es sei seine Stadt. 
Und er hat noch diesen Freund aus Stahl, der jedem Beine macht (Bergab). 

With the protection of an illegal weapon, easy drug money, and the false confidence 

imparted to him by cocaine, the protagonist has achieved a high stature within the 

criminal underworld of the ghetto environment. This, of course, can only lead to his 

tragic downfall: other young men break into his home, steal his belongings, and 

murder him. His power and status was ultimately an illusion. Unlike the legitimate 

skills and status provided by a quality education or career, a drug dealer’s status is 

based only on wealth and intimidation. He is therefore only separated from other 

ghetto youths by a slim margin, and the tables are easily turned. The verse’s final line 

underscores the instability of such power: “Sowas passiert, wenn du das Viertel zu 

deim‘ Feind machst!“ (Bergab). By resorting to a life of crime, the young man 

abandoned the tenets of life in mainstream society. He was freed from the need to find 

honorable work, but also became subject to the anarchical underworld of criminality 

and drugs. As this anecdote reveals, even a relative success story in the context of the 

ghetto cannot have a happy outcome.  

“Bergab’s” second verse reveals the flip side of the coin by portraying a victim 

of drug abuse. It shows how a young girl is introduced to hard drugs and their 

devastating effects. Just as the educational system fails to keep the young man away 

from a life of crime in the first verse, in the following verse the girl’s family fails to 

support and provide for her, so she turns to drugs. Sido introduces her by saying,  

Sie ist gerade 14. 
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Und keiner mag sie, sagt sie. 
Sie hat keine Freunde, geht auf keine Party. 
Sie wohnt alleine mit Mama, doch Mama trinkt viel. 
Man könnte meinen ihr sei's egal wie sich ihr Kind fühlt (Bergab).  
 

Like the young man, this girl is only described by the ways in which society has failed 

her rather than by her name or other specifics. She thereby acts as a symbolic 

representative for neglected, isolated youth. Without a stable home environment or 

engaged adult role model, the girl retreats to a criminal underworld on the fringes of 

society, where she finds an alternative. As Sido narrates,  

Die kleine ist nicht gern daheim, 
Sie hängt am Bahnhof rum. 
Täglich ist sie  da, für Stunden. 
Bei diesem Bahnhofs-jungen. 
Sie verstehn' sich, 
Er sagt es gingen ihm so ähnlich. 
Für ein ganz normales Leben sei er viel zu dämlich. 
Er ist auf Heroin. 
Sie ist verliebt in ihn.  
Sie klaut Geld von ihrer Mutter, und  dann gibt sie's  ihm. 
Erst schaut sie nur zu, 
Wenn er drückt und sich weg träumt. 
Doch nach kurzem ist sie auch auf diesem Dreckszeug (Bergab). 
 

In these brief lines, Sido shows how young people neglected by their parents find 

solace in alternative social groups forged out of shared experience. United in their 

abandonment and lacking a healthy role model, these young people are sucked into the 

downward spiral of drug abuse and criminality. Sido’s depiction of teen drug abusers 

and prostitutes on the fringes of society references a familiar image of modern urban 

decay in Germany. Christiane F. first drew attention to the topic in the 1976 

autobiographical book Wir Kinder vom Bahnhof Zoo, which was popularized in the 

1981 film based on the book. Sido refashions the narrative to fit his socially critical 
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message. He thereby appropriates the long-standing, well-known of criminality and 

drug abuse in the Berlin underworld to depict the modern German ghetto. 

Both verses of the original “Bergab” indicate that the hardships facing the 

young urban poor stem from the ghetto environment, and this basic premise lies at the 

foundation of Sido’s critique of the ghetto environment. The ghetto these verses 

portray exists outside of mainstream society, and its greatest failures emerge where the 

tenets of civilized society break down. In the ghetto subculture the educational and 

traditional family system have malfunctioned, trapping its inhabitants in a cycle of 

poverty and criminality that ultimately leads to their downfall. Like Sido, many other 

gangster rappers connect this cycle thematically to family ties, implying that life in the 

ghetto is inherited. Gangster rap portrays families almost exclusively in a negative 

sense, particularly identifying them as the source of their children’s issues. In 

“Bergab,” this is seen when the mother passes along her alcoholism to her daughter in 

the form of heroin addiction.  

Bushido also ties the cycle of life in the ghetto to family and inheritance in 

many of his texts. One example is found in his song, “Alles Verloren,” the first single 

on his 2007 album, 7, when he says, “Mir fließt das Ghetto durch die Pulsadern./ Ich 

gebe dir dafür die Schuld Vater/ Dass bei uns damals die Bullen da waren.“ 

By claiming the ghetto “runs in his veins,” Bushido explicitly identifies his father as 

the cause of his life in the ghetto. His relationship with his father draws him into the 

cycle of ghetto life. In this excerpt, this relationship is illustrated through the rejection 

of mainstream authorities. This rejection is two-fold. First, the father’s criminality 
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creates an adversarial relationship between his son and the police from an early age. 

Second, the father’s failure to provide a stable home environment results in the 

breakdown of the traditional family structure. With his father as a role model, Bushido 

inherits his life in the ghetto. He thereby shows how children in the ghetto act as 

unwilling, unwitting initiates into a negative, self-perpetuating society.  

As seen in “Bergab” and “Alles Verloren,” German rappers typically connect 

their own problematic family structures with the German ghetto society. Like Bushido, 

Samy Deluxe was abandoned by his father at a young age. He addresses the impact of 

paternal abandonment on himself and his family in the song “Vatertag,” published in 

2009 on his third solo album, Dis Wo Ich Herkomm. The negative impact can be seen 

in the lines, “Wie es ist, wenn der erste Mann auf den du dich in deinem Leben 

verlässt/ Dich mal eben verlässt und dir zeigt dass du für ihn ein Scheiß wert bist/ Du 

kennst dein Papa nicht auch wenn du weißt wer es ist.” Samy Deluxe uses the double 

meaning of the verb verlassen, which can mean both “to leave” and “to rely on,” to 

convey the heartbreaking confusion of a child abandoned by someone he should be 

able to trust (Vatertag). He also shows the decimation of an abandoned child’s self 

worth when viewed through the lens of his absent father. By leaving, the father 

demonstrates that his son is, as Samy Deluxe says, worth shit to him.  

Although both Bushido and Sido belong to Germany’s ethnic minority 

population, their social critiques in “Bergab” and “Alles Verloren” show how German 

rappers tie family issues directly to the ghetto environment, rather than connecting 

them to the context of their specific ethnic heritage. Other elements of their social-
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critical message such as criminality, drug abuse, and broken family structures are tied 

to the cycle of life in the ghetto. Their ethnicity, however, is not singled out as the 

origin of the hardships they have endured. Instead, their immigrant identities constitute 

a single facet of a greater socially and politically critical message. Furthermore, the 

discussion of ethnicity in these texts cannot be reduced to a single national identity. 

Instead, rappers draw on their ethnic heritage in order to introduce the broader topic of 

multiculturalism into the critical discussion of German society. In “Vatertag,” Samy 

Deluxe discusses the role his Sudanese father played in his life in contemporary 

Germany. The song relates his journey to the Sudan to meet his father for the first 

time, and the consequences of his visit. He shows that although his father never left 

the Sudan, the social and emotional consequences of a broken family environment 

lingered in Germany, as I quote here at length,  

Ich hab mein Papa schon einmal mit 14 besucht/ 
Saß mit ihm im Sudan da und hörte ihm zu 
Und er sagte mir, er liebt mich doch er hätte es nicht leicht gehabt . . .  
Und ich war so naiv und plötzlich hat er mir leid getan 
Und ich hab ihm verziehn, anstatt dabei mal an mich zu denken . . .  
Und wir warn Vater und Sohn für 3 Wochen. 
Dann flog ich nach Deutschland zurück hab ihn nie wieder gesprochen. 
Er hat die erste Hälfte meines Lebens verpasst, 
Mich kurz gehabt, die zweite Hälfte meines Lebens verpasst 
 Und ich mein ohne Ausnahmen ohne jeden Kontakt 
 Nicht ein gottverdammter Brief nicht ein Telefonat 
Ich hab noch nie nen Menschen so in meinem Leben gehasst 
Den ich eigentlich lieben muss, daraus entsteht ein riesen Frust. 
Er ist immer in meim Kopf wie n gottverdammter Tinitus. 
Ein ewiges hin und her, wie so‘n gottverdammter Linienbus. 
Hass ich ihn? Lieb ich ihn? Bleib ich hier? Flieg ich hin (Vatertag)? 
 

These lines convey the diasporic struggle faced by the many young people in the 

ghetto who are set apart from mainstream German society not just by their socio-

http://rapgenius.com/390161/Samy-deluxe-vatertag/Er-ist-immer-in-meim-kopf-wie-n-gottverdammter-tinitus
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economic status, but also by their ethnicity. He is entirely cut off from both his father 

and his ethnic heritage, yet the topic continues to bother him, so much that he likes it 

to “ein gottverdammter Tinitus.” The unresolved tension between father and son 

represent Samy Deluxe’s own conflict of national and ethnic identity.  

In “Vatertag”, Samy Deluxe links social concerns of problems of family life in 

the ghetto environment to a greater, politically critical message. He likens paternal 

abandonment to the German government’s failure to provide equitable living 

standards and support to the underprivileged. This explicit parallel is seen clearly in 

the lines,  

Es war kein Vater da. 
Nicht einmal Vater Staat. 
Und wir fühlten uns so alleine gelassen 
Und fingen an unser Leben und unsere Heimat zu hassen. 
Denn wenn der Staat mein Vater is, warum kümmert er sich nicht. 
So viel Leuten geht es schlecht. Warum kümmert es sie nicht? 
Ich glaub ich hab ihn  noch seltener gesehn als mein echten Vater. 
Genauer gesagt nie. Ich kenn nicht mal sein echten Namen (Vatertag). 
 

Samy Deluxe illustrates the devastating psychological impact of a childhood in an 

unstable family environment in order to criticize society in the ghetto, but he also 

escalates his critique to encompass the political sphere. He decries the German 

political system for its perceived failure to support its marginalized citizens, by 

portraying a doubled abandonment, first by his biological father, then by his symbolic 

father, “Vater Staat.” He reveals the source of his anger and frustration: his perception 

that the German state simply does not care about him, or his peers. This illustrates how 

rappers look beyond their families and schools to further explore the roots of issues 

plaguing the ghetto’s inhabitants. 
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The force of these rappers’ political critique becomes clear when one 

understands the artists’ unique perspective on modern German society. In many ways, 

their position as the children and grandchildren of immigrants sets them apart from 

mainstream German society. Yet their ethnic identity must be reconciled with their 

childhood and upbringing in Germany, and therefore their identity as Germans. In his 

song, “Dis Wo Ich Herkomm,“ Samy Deluxe confronts issues facing all modern 

German youth, in particular their attempt to define national identity, in the lines,  

“Die Nazizeit hat unsere Zukunft versaut./ Die Alten sind frustriert, deshalb badet die 

Jugend das aus./ Und wir sind es Leid zu leiden, bereit zu zeigen/ Wir fangen gerne 

von vorne an, Schluss mit den alten Zeiten.“ Samy Deluxe speaks from the perspective 

of a young German man, and he sees his future as inexorably intertwined with a 

greater German fate. He shows his connection to German history by referencing the 

Nazi era and decrying the lingering effects of that period on today’s young people. His 

citizenship ties him to the uniquely German burden of the legacy of the Nazi regime. 

While native Germans may view his lyrics through the lens of is Sudanese origins, 

these lines prove that his conception of himself is firmly rooted in Germany. His 

critique of society and politics therefore comes from both an insider and an outsider 

perspective. Despite the long, contentious history between the native German 

population and immigrants, he still sees himself as a member of the German “us.” Yet 

at the same time his ethnic background and his upbringing in the isolated ghetto 

community unquestionably distinguish him from his ethnic German peers. Isolated 

from his father’s homeland, Samy Deluxe finds himself, like many other German 

http://rapgenius.com/artists/Samy-deluxe
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minorities, on the edges of a society of which he feels he is a part, yet which does not 

fully accept him. 

Similar to Samy Deluxe, many rappers focus their critique on the topic of 

multiculturalism in Germany. German multiculturalism references the ongoing social 

and political attempts to promote the integration of immigrants into the fabric of 

German society. Bushido outlines his perception of the failure of German 

multiculturalism on both the social and political levels in his song, “Die Art Wie Wir 

Leben,” released in 2011 on the album Jenseits von Gut und Böse, when he says,  

Das Leben ist hier selbst mit deutschem Pass nicht einfach 
 Was ich über Nacht erreicht hab gab meinen Brüdern Hoffnung doch viele 

 sind im Knast  gescheitert.  
Gastarbeiter, Großfamilien habens nicht geschafft sich zu Integrieren und sind 

 jetzt mit Koks am dealen.  
Was denkst du was uns unsere Zukunft bringt?  
Deutschland tut mir gut bestimmt, doch ich muss mit ansehn 
Wie mein Heimatland im Blut versinkt.  
Traurig anzusehn doch die Kehrseiten der Medallie 
Sind Politiker mit Dankesreden, man kann eben keinem trauen.  
Mein Bezirk hast du hier Lust vorbeizuschauen?! 
Die Jugend fühlt sich  ausgegrenzt und Merkel gibt uns einfach auf, Scheiß mal 

 drauf! 
 

Bushido’s pointed political critique highlights a number of controversial issues in 

modern Germany, including social issues regarding inequality in minority 

communities and diaspora, as well as political issues such as immigration, the 

citizenship of foreign nationals, and inequitable representation of minorities in 

government. He depicts ghetto life via the culture of criminality that led his peers to 

flounder, land in jail, and continue the cycle. This image calls to mind the ghetto 

narrative established in the body of the genre of German rap, and thus serves as an 
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exemplary model of how German rappers use the existing ghetto narrative in the 

public consciousness to extend a social-critical message into the political sphere. 

Bushido concludes with an extreme form of insult directed at Germany’s chancellor, 

Angela Merkel. Stylistically, this line is reminiscent of the call-outs that had instigated 

and fueled the feuds between rap artists in Germany just a few years earlier. By 

addressing her as an equal, he implies a great amount of disrespect toward the 

chancellor and her actions. This assumed equality between politicians and rappers 

indicates a critical shift in his message: the transition from passive critique to active 

political engagement. 

Bushido’s political intentions have extended beyond the creative sphere of rap 

music. In an interview with Bild magazine on June 14, 2012, he announced his plan to 

found a political party in order to eventually run for mayor of Berlin in 2016. When 

asked to describe his party’s platform, he responded,  “Das ist noch nicht fertig, aber 

unsere Forderungen sind klar. Zum Beispiel: Ausländer sollen es in Deutschland 

leichter haben. Dafür müssen sie aber Deutsch lernen. Ich will mehr Anreize schaffen, 

das freiwillig zu tun” (Gibt’s bald). This statement reveals that Bushido’s political 

platform ties directly back to his established political and social-critical standpoints as 

a rapper. Thus his political aspirations act as a continuation of his music-based 

message. Having built a successful career on themes of criminality, violence, drugs, 

and anti-authoritarianism, Bushido intends to use his wealth and status to become an 

active player in the German political arena.  
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Bushido’s aspirations are, however, consistently hampered by a skeptical 

public. When he first announced his intentions in the Bild interview, he was met with 

responses such as, „Das ist doch ein Witz,” and “Glauben Sie ernsthaft, das Volk hat 

auf einen Politiker wie Sie gewartet?“ This scornful attitude typifies the mainstream 

reaction to his political ambitions. Beyond that, it reveals a refusal to take him 

seriously as a participant in ordered society. Another example can be seen when, in 

2011, Bushido received a Bambi award in the category “Integration.” The Bambi 

awards are given out annually in Germany to recognize international achievement in 

media and film. The award evoked controversy because some attendees and journalists 

felt that Bushido’s music demeans rather than builds up immigrants, thereby 

hampering German multiculturalism. The controversy culminated in one previous 

recipient returning his award, claiming he did not want to be in the same category as a 

“gewaltätigen Kriminellen” (Empörter). Clearly, Bushido’s record as an extremely 

popular gangster rapper has affected public opinion of him outside his intended youth 

audience in a negative way. Young listeners may respond well to his unique voice, but 

most politicians and mainstream Germans are skeptical of a political candidate with a 

background as a controversial gangster rapper.  

Bushido’s announcement and the reaction it evoked reveals several crucial 

dichotomies at the very core of German gangster rap. His ability to organize and 

execute a political party and mayoral campaign shows his attempt to advance a 

socially and politically critical message into constructive action. Beyond that, it shows 

that rappers are acknowledged as noteworthy, yet controversial voices in the greater 
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discussion of German society and its problems. The massive success of German rap 

has popularized a narrative of life in the ghetto that has pervaded the public 

consciousness. The recognition of rapper’s political and social critique has progressed 

sufficiently to a point where he is regarded as a significant voice in larger discussions 

of German multiculturalism. Yet the ghetto narrative itself is a two-edged sword, as it 

grounds rappers’ authority as representatives of the ghetto experience in the negative 

self-assertion of ghetto society. Rappers promote their reputation as gangsters, 

referencing past hardships and crimes to ground their social and political critique. 

However, this reputation hinders their attempts to extend beyond the creative sphere. 

To become active players in mainstream German society and politics, rappers must be 

accepted by the representatives of the very authorities their music denounces. Thus 

they are confronted with an inherent contradiction in the gangster identities they 

construct. They position themselves as voices of authority in the ghetto and have 

amassed the trappings of power, fame, and status, but in doing so they antagonize the 

mainstream German population. The potential realization of rappers’ transition from 

socially and politically critical artistic expression to active political involvement 

depends on their ability to influence the public’s perception of themselves. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE CONSEQUENSCES OF CONTEMPORARY RAP 

German rap music has a remarkable capability to deliver a social-critical 

message to a young audience in the form of popular music. Yet this is only one 

outcome of the massive popularity of rap music in German society and politics. It has 

also raised great controversy. One of main issues facing contemporary German 

rappers is the fact that the most controversial elements of the genre are inextricable 

from its valuable social-critical message. Critics of gangster rap object to the 

perceived prevalent glorification of violence, misogyny, and anti-authoritarianism. 

They fear that young Germans will view rappers as role models and become criminals. 

While critics single out lyrics that highlight the negative and controversial elements of 

rap music, they fail to understand the music’s context and positive goals. Any 

assessment of the positive impact of gangster rap must therefore reconcile rappers’ 

social-critical messages with texts that seem to glorify the very worst parts of the 

ghetto environment. One crucial element of this common misunderstanding comes 

from rappers’ own self presentation. Rappers necessarily project an exaggerated 

gangster persona that is drawn directly from the gang culture from which hip hop 

emerged. This identity as gangsters is a necessary part of the genre and the German 

ghetto environment. Particularly early in rappers’ careers, the perceived value of their 

message is entirely dependent on the listener’s acceptance of them as legitimate 

spokespeople for the ghetto. A large part of the most provocative and controversial 
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elements of rap music is necessarily wrapped up in the rapper’s carefully constructed 

image. When these lyrics are taken at face value, they hinder mainstream 

understanding of many rap texts’ larger, constructive and social-critical purpose. This 

creates a double-bind, in which the negatively self-asserting gangster persona needed 

to give insight into the ghetto subculture and the unique issues facing marginalized 

members of German society also detracts from greater German society’s recognition 

of the legitimacy of their contribution to the serious discussion of Germany’s social 

and political issues.  

Rappers’ presentation of themselves as gangsters both promotes and detracts 

from their dual goals of attaining popular success and simultaneously spreading a 

message of social criticism. One major consequence of the popular success of German 

rap outlined in this analysis is that it draws more attention to life in the German ghetto 

and its inhabitants. Because these ghettos are primarily inhabited by immigrants, the 

popularity of gangster rap contributes to the larger discussion of German 

multiculturalism. To attain the success that gives them access to a larger audience, 

however, rappers must cultivate a gangster persona for themselves that shapes the 

public’s perception of them and their art. This persona is formed both out of the words 

in the texts and the impression of power they convey. The process of establishing and 

maintaining a career as social-critical gangster rappers requires them to attain a 

position of power from which they can reach a widespread German audience. 

Therefore, German rappers draw on their own experiences in the ghetto to create an 
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exaggerated, negatively self-asserting gangster persona that resonates with the 

hardships and struggles faced by marginalized youth in the ghetto environment.  

The Rapper Persona 

By its very nature, the rapper persona is problematic because it requires 

negative self assertion in order to exist, even while it can be used to spread a positive 

socially and politically critical message. Alongside critical lyrics, rappers write and 

promote songs that appear to glorify the worst elements of their environment.  They 

boast of their criminal exploits, excessive partying and drug use, and numerous sexual 

conquests. Rappers publicize this exaggerated version of themselves in both their 

lyrics and their actions. The gangster persona in rap music represents a necessary 

image that allows artists to connect with their audience. Yet it also cannot be denied 

that this constructed, exaggerated identity is forged from the very negative aspects of 

life in the ghetto that rappers criticize in their lyrics. Most rappers appear to have 

harder, more aggressive and confrontational personalities and come from tough 

backgrounds. In the exaggerated version of themselves they popularize they to call 

light the very real problems facing their community.  

Although initially they might seem contradictory, gangster rappers’ image goes 

hand-in-hand with their message. Precisely the persona necessary to reach rappers’ 

primary audience prevents opponents of the genre from seeing them as more than just 

gangsters and recognizing their social-critical goals. German rap songs have attracted 

massive criticism, including accusations that gangster rap venerates crime, anti-
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authoritarianism, violence, drug use, and the abandonment of sexual values, along 

with the debasement of women and the minority groups to which the rappers 

themselves belong. To understand both aspects of the genre and the seeming 

contradictions between rappers’ positive and negative messages requires a close 

analysis of their lyrics. The discussion will focus first on the songs’ texts and the 

image they create, then on the reaction they evoked from critics. I will examine in 

particular three texts deemed inappropriate for young audiences by Germany’s Federal 

Department of Media Harmful to Young Persons: “Alles Verloren,” and “Mit dem 

Schwanz in der Hand,” by Bushido, and “Schlechtes Vorbild,” by Sido. These songs 

provide evidence of rap texts’ most controversial aspects. They each display aspects of 

the worst elements of German ghetto society, including the rejection of classical 

authority in favor of the perverted systems of power and status in the ghetto, the 

promotion of negative role models, anti authoritarianism, lack of education, and 

misogyny. They also establish rappers as alternative figures of authority, and often use 

that authority to further a secondary message that encourages their audience to 

transform negative self assertion into positive action. 

In the final verse of Bushido’s song “Alles Verloren,” Bushido sets up the 

contrast between the established authorities of mainstream German society and the 

perverted systems of power and status in the ghetto. The song was released in 2007 as 

the first single on the album 7. The unnamed adversarial mainstream opponents of 

Bushido’s art first appear in the lines, “Ihr seid nur unzufrieden./ Deswegen wollt ihr 

mir den mund verbieten./ Ich hab keine Lust meinen Mund zu schließen“ (Alles 
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Verloren). These lines reveal how Bushido sets himself up as the enemy of the 

mainstream. In reaction to their criticism, he refuses to be silenced. Keeping with this 

theme of rejection and censorship, he accuses his critics of dismissing his self-worth 

and artistic merit because of his rough background, when he states,  

Ihr seid ein Haufen Opfer. 
 Ein Haufen Opfer dass man grade frisch ausgekotzt hat. 
 Scheiß egal wie viel Geld ich schon verdient hab, 
 Ich bleib für immer dieser Junge der gedielt hat. 
 Ich mach den Unterricht, 
 Den Unterricht für die Unterschicht (Alles Verloren). 

Rather than accepting society’s negative precept of an inescapable criminal past, 

Bushido presents himself as a leader of the underclass. He subverts his past as a 

juvenile delinquent, “the boy who dealt drugs,” to act as a leader in ghetto society. In 

this context he presents his criminal past not as the problem mainstream society 

perceives it to be, but rather as a stamp of authenticity through experiences that allow 

him to maintain a position of respect amongst his ghetto audience. In the eyes of the 

mainstream, however, his fame and wealth cannot erase his criminal roots, which 

ultimately define him. 

Sido similarly illustrates how rappers promote themselves as alternative role 

models for modern youth. The hook of his single, “Schlechtes Vorbild,” the third 

single on his 2006 album, Ich, reveals his primary message:  

Ich bin all das wovor deine Eltern dich immer gewarnt haben. 
Doch ich hab Geld, hab Frauen, hab Spass und du musst immer noch Bahn 

 fahren. 
Ich bin ein schlechtes Vorbild. Na und, wer sagt was schlecht ist? 

 Ich passe nicht in dein Konzept, egal mir geht es prächtig. 
 Pass gut auf, hör mir zu, machs mir nach (machs mir nach du Spinner). 
 Ich bleib so wie ich bin egal was ihr sagt. 
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In outspoken rejection of classical authority, Sido directly addresses his young 

audience and confronts their established perception of traditional ordered society. He 

claims to be everything against which their parents have warned them, while 

simultaneously boasting of his status, wealth, and privilege. Beyond this, he 

encourages his listeners to follow in his stead, contrasting his celebrity life full of 

riches, women, and fun to the dull, daily commute of an everyday drudge. In the world 

Sido presents in “Schlechtes Vorbild,” wealth and fame have exempted him from the 

jurisdiction of mainstream authorities such as the government or the police.  

Sido elaborates on the benefits of his unfettered, gangster lifestyle as 

“Schlechtes Vorbild” continues. In the first and second verse he dismantles the tenets 

of ordered society one by one, starting in the song’s first lines when he says, “Das 

Gesetz bedeutet nichts für mich./ Ich geb schon immer ein Fick drauf was richtig ist“ 

(Schlechtes Vorbild). Sido immediately establishes the foundational premise of the 

song, a disregard for the preoccupations of normal, law-abiding, German citizens. In 

the life of a gangster, the law means nothing, and neither does right and wrong. In fact 

very little seems to matter; in the following lines he proclaims his disregard for 

education, property rights, generosity, compassion, and interpersonal communication, 

saying,  

Ich hab ne Abneigung gegen Lehrer und ne 6 in Mathe. 
 Ich habs ihm einfach weg genommen wenn er was besseres hatte. 
 Ich behalt alles für mich ich geb nie ab. 
 Ich scheiß auf Mitleid und Gefühl ich geb nen Fiack. 
 Ich bin unberechenbar ich lass nicht mit mir reden. 
 Ich hab kein Problem damit die Kasse mitzunehmen (Schlechtes Vorbild). 
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The repeated use of the word I at the start of each line reveals a perverted value system 

that justifies rejecting mainstream values in favor of rampant egomania. His actions 

are presented as entirely selfish, and his motivation seems simply to be the pursuit of 

pleasure and infamy. The identity Sido projects in these lyrics is not that of a rational 

man, but rather an exaggerated caricature of an out-of-control rapper. Although the 

emotions of anger and resentment are rooted in authentic experience, the image he 

presents of himself continues a gangster caricature that dates back to the earliest days 

of hip hop and beyond.7  

The lyrical I in “Schlechtes Vorbild” acts as the mouthpiece for Sido’s 

gangster persona. Later in the song, he flaunts selfish, immature behavior summed up 

in the cartoonish image of him swinging through the room from the ceiling like 

Tarzan. He claims he will beat anyone, steal anything, and can survive with only a gun 

and a joint to his name.  Essentially, the song consists of a series of exaggerated boasts 

intended to prove Sido’s authenticity as a gangster. He presents himself as a 

misogynistic, blindly-antiauthoritarian, uneducated, aggressive, petty, and violent 

criminal, yet he brags about his choice to do so without shame or irony. In doing so, 

he is an ideal portrayal of the negatively self-asserting gangster.  “Schlechtes Vorbild” 

shows how negative self-assertion subverts fame into infamy and respect into 

                                                 
7
 This topic has been the subject of significant study in the field of American gangster 

rap. A similar analysis in the American context can be found in Mickey Hess’ “Metal 
Faces, Rap Masks: Identity and Resistance in Hip Hop’s Persona Artist” and Charis 
Kubrin’s “Gangstas, Thugs, and Hustlas: Identity and the Code of the Street in Rap 
Music.” I propose to integrate a similar analysis into the scholarly discussion of 
German rap via lyrics not previously analyzed by scholars.  
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intimidation. He resembles the drug dealer described in the first verse of the song, 

“Bergab,” which was also released on the album Ich. Because Sido’s gangster persona 

belongs to the overall ghetto narrative (Chapter 3), it also flaunts the perverted power 

rankings of ghetto society, in which power is based off of wealth and fear.  

Further examples of these boastful, provocative lyrics can be found in the 

catalog of nearly every gangster rapper. Bushido reveals additional aspects of the 

gangster persona in his song, “Mit dem Schwanz in der Hand,” released in 2003 on the 

album King of Kingz. He demonstrates in particular the brutal misogyny found in the 

ghetto culture when he says,  

Ich hab gehört ich soll die Frauen akzeptieren. 
Ich bin ein Mann und hab nichts zu verlieren. 

 Du willst Respekt halt den Mund und hör zu! 
 Dein Silikon gehört mir und meiner Crew, 
 Nur weil ich Rapper bin bläst du meinen Schwanz - 
 Doch wieso? Weil du ohne einen Mann nichts kannst. 
 Du willst von uns das wir dich auf Händen tragen? 
 Mit der rechten werd ich wichsen mit der linken dich schlagen (Mit dem 
 Schwanz). 

 
He admits he is not ignorant of his moral obligation to treat women with respect, “Ich 

hab gehört ich soll Frauen akzeptieren,” yet his response to this statement 

demonstrates an aggressive misogyny grounded in a statement of power: he is a man, 

therefore he is in control. In the following lines he degrades the woman he addresses 

to a sexual object by referring to “dein Silikon” in reference to breast implants. 

Furthermore, he claims that she belongs to him and to his crew and implies that she 

deserves this position because without a man she is worth nothing.  
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When confronted with what seems to be pure, aggressive misogyny, it can be 

challenging to conceptualize a further motivation for writing such lyrics beyond 

simply the hateful denigration of women. However, in viewing the titular image of the 

rapper himself, standing penis in hand, we once again see the negative self-assertion of 

a gangster caricature at play.  Although he may seem reprehensible, Bushido depicts 

himself as an overtly Freudian symbol of masculine power clasping his sword. 

Bushido promotes this powerful impression of power and dominance, precisely 

because of its negative connotations, in order to bolster his gangster persona and 

thereby legitimize and support his socially and politically critical message. Even 

beyond the lyrical posturing of texts like “Mit dem Schwanz in der Hand,” Bushido 

furthers his reputation as a gangster in interviews and the way he acts in public. In an 

interview with Stern magazine in 2008, when he responded to the reporter’s question 

if “Mit dem Schwanz in der Hand” was intended to provoke viewers with, “Unsinn. 

Ich bin nur ein Spiegelbild der Wirklichkeit. Gehen Sie mal auf einen x-beliebigen 

Schulhof in Berlin. Da sprechen die Kids so. Das ist Alltag.” By claiming he believes 

his lyrics to be a mirror of the everyday reality of life in Berlin, Bushido’s interview 

lends further authenticity to his persona as a spokesperson for ghetto society. “Mit 

dem Schwanz in der Hand” was released in 2003, early in Bushido’s career, when he 

was especially eager to prove himself a true, gritty gangster.  

As Bushido’s interview proves, the gangster persona extends beyond the realm 

of rap lyrics and into their behavior. The most well-known examples for this are the 

infamous rap feuds or “beefs,” as they are sometimes referred to. For example, 
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Bushido’s departure from Aggro Berlin in 2004 began the most famous rap feud in 

German hip hop history. Bushido originally asked Fler to join him, but when Fler 

refused he, B-Tight, and Sido became the primary players in a feud with Bushido that 

would not be reconciled until 2011. These feuds took place almost exclusively in the 

public eye; both sides made boisterous statements to the press and released insulting 

records bashing their opponents. Ultimately, the very public nature of the feud and its 

eventual reconciliation via twitter prompted speculations that the beef itself was 

merely a publicity stunt. Whether or not Sido and Bushido truly disagreed is 

immaterial. What is significant is the greater effect of their feud:  it provided a stage 

on which the rappers could verify the gangster persona found in their texts in the real 

world.  

It is precisely this extension of the gangster rap persona from the artistic realm 

to the actual world that seems to confirm all the “evils” of rap music to which critics 

of the genre object. The views of rap’s opponents are summarized in an informational 

bulletin currently available on the website of Germany’s Federal Department of Media 

Harmful to Young Persons, entitled, “Kann "Porno-Rap" Kinder und Jugendliche 

gefährden?” This article is intended to educate parents about the potential 

consequences of allowing their children to listen to, as they call it “Porn-Rap.” The 

article’s assessment of rap music is blatantly negative, as illustrated in the line, “Die 

durch den ‘Porno-Rap’ propagierte Rollenverteilung ist in Verbindung mit den sie 

verstärkenden Gruppenmechanismen ein fruchtbarer Nährboden, auf dem sich 

Jugendliche zu zukünftigen Gewalttätern von morgen entwickeln können” (Porno). 
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The article addresses the parents of rap music’s young fans who fear their children 

will imitate gangster rappers and absorb the genre’s negative aspects, such as violence 

and criminality, which they see evidenced in rappers’ own lifestyles.  

Those rap texts that highlight and glorify the most negative aspects of life in 

the ghetto have clearly tainted the estimation of the entire genre of rap music and hip-

hop culture. Bushido contests the popular stereotype of himself as a violent criminal in 

“Alles Verloren,” in the lines, “Ja ich bin der Typ der im Supermarkt den Kassen 

greift./ Ihr wollt das echte Leben?/ Dann lasst mich aussprechen./ Ich kann noch mehr 

als nur Autotüren aufbrechen.“ As seen in previous verses of “Alles Verloren,” 

Bushido connects his conflict with authority to censorship. He introduces himself by 

validating preconceived beliefs about him by acknowledging his criminal past. He 

applies this position to represent “das echte Leben” in the face of potential censors. 

Yet at the same time the truth he speaks is simple: he can be more than a mere 

criminal, if he is allowed to speak his mind. This implicitly questions whether his 

critics can look past their condemnation of him, and see the potential for good. 

Opponents of rap music such as the authors of “Kann ‘Porno-Rap’ Kinder und 

Jugendliche gefährden?” fail to notice the valuable insight rap’s social and political 

criticism offers into the situation of the marginalized in Germany. Furthermore, they 

overlook its many positive goals: to provide an outlet for the frustrations of 

marginalized youth and, in doing so, motivate them to extend their voices beyond the 

creative sphere in order to improve their lives. As the department of the German 

government responsible for the censorship of German music, the Federal Department 
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of Media Harmful to Young Persons represents the literal manifestation of the 

nameless authority figures who try to silence Bushido in “Alles Verloren.” It is not 

surprising, then, that they overlook the many positive consequences of German rap 

music. One such consequence is seen in rap music’s use of poetry (Chapter two). Rap 

music stages poetry in a manner appealing to otherwise uninterested young people. 

The second consequence affects both rap’s audience and mainstream German society, 

by drawing attention to the problems of the ghetto environment.  

A third consequence of German gangster rap is its ability to unite and mobilize 

German youth from all walks of life. Young people in Germany who feel isolated or 

marginalized can empathize with rappers’ criticism of the status quo. This includes 

members of immigrant communities who live isolated from their mainstream German 

peers, as well as ethnic Germans who feel out of place in their native society. Rappers 

attempt to bring together this large, diverse audience by setting themselves up as 

leaders of their communities in the ghetto. They present themselves as alternatives to 

the traditional authority figures they oppose. In ironic contrast to the negative assertion 

on which their status is based, gangster rappers use their influence with their audience 

to write songs that motivate their listeners to improve their lives. This move toward 

positive achievement has already appeared on the individual level in rappers’ 

transition from social criticism to political action. Bushido intends to transition his 

politically critical opinions into political reality via his potential mayoral campaign. I 

assert that rappers use their position of power not only to further their own success, 

but also to motivate and empower their community of listeners.  
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Striving to Create a New Identity 

Expanding on this third consequence of the German gangster rap genre, the 

final verses of a great number of rap songs reveal rappers’ desire to promote a 

proactive community based on shared identity among their fans and thereby provide 

the basis for positive identity formation. These lyrics represent rappers’ call to action. 

They attempt to use their status and influence with marginalized German youth to 

motivate their listeners to take action toward bettering their lives and the lives of their 

peers. Beyond that, they encourage their listeners to be self-confident in their identities 

as Germans and as multi-racial or marginalized members of German society. Rappers 

set themselves up as an alternative to the leaders of a society which these young 

people feel have failed them. Well meaning political and social outreach efforts to 

troubled young people on behalf of the government are often hindered by the youth’s 

anti-authoritarian standpoint. This rebellious attitude leads to an automatic rejection of 

all manifestations of traditional authority structures. Rappers therefore enjoy a position 

of both access and authority with a group of young people who are notoriously hard to 

reach. They use this influence both to promote their gangster personas (as feared by 

fans’ parents and warned against by the government), but also to unite listeners drawn 

to this anti-authoritarian mindset and motivate them to improve their lives. The 

concluding verse of a song analyzed in Chapter two, “Bergab,” by Sido, demonstrates 

how rappers use their access to their young audience to promote positive goals. They 

attempt to motivate listeners to escape the cycle of ghetto life, to break out of harmful 
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ghetto stereotypes, and above all to forge a proactive, self-confident identity based on 

a community of listeners that can further a potential multi-racial German society.  

One explicit call to listeners to escape the downward spiral of ghetto society 

and actively improve their lives can be seen in Sido’s song, “Bergab.” In the song’s 

final verse, Sido offers an alternative to the tragedy of the first two verses, in which 

the protagonists are claimed by the deadly cycle of ghetto life. Speaking directly to 

young people who find themselves in a similarly hopeless situation, Sido offers up his 

own experience as a way to escape the ghetto cycle, when he says,  

Doch es läuft nicht immer schelcht. 
 Ich mein', guck mich an. 
 Ich hatte großes Glück, 
 Dass sie mich nicht erwischt habn'. 
 Natürlich hab' ich Mist gebaut. 
 Geld gebraucht, shit verkauft. 
 Ich hab' die Großen kiffen sehn', 
 Fand's cool und hab' mit graucht. 
 Doch ich hatte einen Traum, 
 Und hab' dran festgehalten. 
 Ich wollte raus ausm' Viertel. 
 Mein Leben selbst gestalten. 
 Ich weiß das ist nicht einfach. 
 Doch guck, man kann es schaffen. 
 Du kriegst das hin. 
 Du musst den Mut haben es an zu packen! (Bergab). 

 
In these lines, Sido asserts that even young people with troubled pasts who have 

participated in crimes, used drugs, and caused trouble, have potential. He credits hard 

work and dedication for his success. In the song’s final lines, he even directly 

addresses the listener using German’s familiar form of address. The informal you in 

the German language is used between friends and with young children. Sido therefore 
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implies both a close, personal relationship between himself and his fans, and 

underscores his position as a role model for success. His words of motivation 

encourage marginalized young people to escape their environment and determine their 

own lives. Furthermore, by offering up his own life as an example, he presents success 

through artistic expression as way out of the ghetto lifestyle. By motivating his 

listeners to break the cycle of violence and poverty in the ghetto, he shows that the 

politically critical expression found in the previous verses extends into an attempt to 

positively influence the lives of his listeners. 

Rappers also motivate their listeners to break away from the harmful 

stereotypes of the ghetto and the gangster lifestyle. This is in no way based on a 

rejection of their identities, but rather on a reconsideration of themselves and their role 

in German society. They promote a positive self-conception that unites past 

experiences of marginalization with a positive vision for the future. On his most recent 

album, A.M.Y.F., released in 2012, Bushido communicates his struggle to reconcile 

the negative elements of his persona with the promotion of a positive, self-confident 

identity for his listeners. In the song “Euer bester Feind” Bushido confronts his critics’ 

rejection of him as a public figure because of his controversial background. He 

introduces this idea in the song’s hook, by saying, “Da ist er wieder, ich bin euer 

bester Feind./ Habe mich verändert, auch wenns so wie gestern scheint./ Ich weiß ganz 

genau, dass ihr nur am Lästern seid./ Ihr denkt in Schubladen, stellt mich mit 

Verbrechern gleich!“ (Euer bester). In these lines, Bushido directly addresses the dual 

problems of the negative associations of his gangster persona. He cannot fully turn his 
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back on his ghetto roots without alienating his fans and sacrificing his power and 

status as a gangster rapper, as his critics might want. Therefore, instead of trying to 

appease his opponents, he criticizes their small-mindedness and demeans their 

standards, which he implies are silly by using the colloquial verb “lästern,” which 

means “to gossip.” He also accuses them of “Schubladendenken,” literally “thinking in 

drawers,” or closed-mindedly assigning stereotypes to people. More importantly, he 

asserts a positive understanding of his identity that can break away from the ghetto 

cycle, without “selling-out” or assimilating into mainstream society by saying, “Habe 

mich verändert, auch wenns so wie gestern scheint.” This reveals a positive 

reimagining of the gangster identity through which rappers and fans move away from 

prevailing negative stereotypes. This new conception of the gangster identity appears, 

at least from the outside, to be “just like yesterday,” because this positive identity and 

his gangster past go hand-in-hand. Bushido therefore shows that he remains true to his 

roots, while simultaneously promoting a positive identity for himself and his listeners 

in defiance of mainstream disapproval.  

This conflict between Bushido’s negative reputation and the potential 

reimagining of the role of the marginalized in society reappears in nearly every song 

on A.M.Y.F. In “Alles noch mal Wiederholen,” Bushido contrasts the encouragement 

of a positive identity for himself and his fans in his texts with his opponent’s critical 

reaction to his success. This can be seen in the following lines from the second verse,     

Ich hab den Bambi nicht verdient, sagt ihr. Bei mir sei in der Vergangenheit so 
 viel passiert. Ich hab auf Tour ganz allein einfach alle 

Vereint. Bin in Aren umgezogen wenn die Halle nicht reicht. 
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Dort standen Schwarze und Weiße hunderte Nation alle Hände gingen 
 gemeinsam in die Luft wenn ich sie hob. 

Anstatt zu sagen das ich mich integriert hätte sagen sie das ich die Jugend 
 ruiniert hätte (Alles noch mal). 

 
In these lines, Bushido reacts to the controversy surrounding his Bambi award in the 

category Integration. He reveals the integrating influence of his music via the image of 

his many, diverse fans, which he describes as “hunderte Nationen,” standing united. 

He shows that rap music can create a community that is united in a positive way 

through his art. He proposes that the hundreds of multi-ethnic young people he 

describes are truly integrated. This calls to light the intersection of his gangster 

persona and the positive form of identity he wishes to further amongst his fans. In 

contrast to the positive image of unification he wishes to further stands the immutable 

stereotypes held by his critics, who denounce him as the source of teenage rebellion. 

In spite of this rejection however, Bushido claims to unite his fans by appealing to a 

shared experience of marginalization, rather than limiting constructs such as race, 

gender, or nationality. He therefore portrays German gangster rap, and the community 

of identity it creates as a positive, unifying force for good, and demonstrates to his 

listeners that they can challenge the negative forces in their lives by taking positive 

action. 

Bushido’s texts demonstrate how German gangster rappers go beyond calling 

attention to the community of identity their music forges. They also attempt to 

motivate members of this group to become active members of a multiracial German 

society. Just as their politically critical texts decry the failure of German 

multiculturalism, rappers promote a message of integration and political activism to 
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their audience through their texts. Instead of falling victim to the negative aspects of 

ghetto life, rappers try to mobilize their listeners from the bottom up. They thereby 

promote an alternate, grassroots form of German multiculturalism. This can be seen in 

the final verse of Samy Deluxe’s “Dis wo ich Herkomm,” when he states,  

Mir ist egal, ob du Wessi bist, Ossi bist, Pessimist, Optimist 
 Wie blank oder gestopft du bist 
 Ob du nun hergezogen oder hier geboren bist 
 Wenn du in diesem Land hier lebst, hoffe ich, dass du offen bist 
 Für ne neue Rangehensweise, nicht mehr dieses Land ist scheiße 
 Sondern es gibt viel zu tun, das hilft gegen die Langeweile 
 Die wir anscheinend haben, weil wir uns die ganze Zeit beklagen 
 Wie schlecht es ist, aber den ersten Schritt, damit es besser wird, den will hier 
 keiner wagen . . . 
 Das Land hat mir etwas gegeben, ich will was zurückgeben 

Früher dacht ich fick Politik, heut will ich mitreden 
 Im Land, das wir hassen 
 Im Land, das wir lieben 
 Im Land, wo wir leben 
 Wer kann uns endlich Antworten geben? 
 Das Land ist schon ok, ich glaub ich kann meinen Standpunkt vertreten. 

 
These lines portray the inclusive nature of community based on shared identity that 

Samy Deluxe promotes for himself and his listeners. He wishes to form an engaged 

and integrated group of people from many different backgrounds. This can be seen 

when he states that it does not matter to him, “Ob du Wessi bist, Ossi bist, Pessimist, 

Optimist.” Any German can align with the beneficial goal of promoting positive 

change in German society. This underscores the inclusive nature of the positive form 

of identity these rappers attempt to propagate. Even beyond that, he criticizes himself, 

his peers, and by association all German rappers that if they have time to complain 

about their situation they should have time to do something about it. He thereby 

conveys his desire to use his music to create a unified voice for Germany’s 
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marginalized youth in the German political sphere, and to motivate this group to take 

real, positive action. By including all Germans in his call to improve the state of 

modern German multiculturalism, he displays the same openness that he hopes to 

encourage in German society’s approach to integration.  

All of these rappers promote a reimagining of the individual identities of their 

listeners. By encouraging them to feel more confident in themselves and their 

potential, they promote positive goals that seem to stand in contrast to the negative 

elements of their gangster persona on which their success and influence is based. As 

the final verses of their texts reveal, however, they promote this positive form of 

identity not only to promote confidence in their listeners, but also to help create active 

members of multiracial society. By promoting a positive conceptualization of their 

listeners’ individual identities, they attempt to unite them in the hopes of motivating 

them to express a positive group identity, and to utilize that group to affect greater 

change in German society.  

The conflict between the stated positive goals of German gangster rappers and 

their negative reception by members of mainstream German society has not yet been 

resolved. The question remains whether rappers like Bushido will be able to succeed 

in the political arena while maintaining their popularity with the anti-authoritarian 

youth that forms the core of their audience. The seemingly irreconcilable conflict of 

interest between the gritty roots of the gangster identity and acceptance as political and 

social leaders will eventually play out in the public eye. Only time will tell if Bushido 

can fulfill his promise to run for mayor of Berlin in 2016, much less win the election. 
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In terms of these rappers’ audience, however, there is no way to gauge the effect of the 

positive, empowering messages embedded in these rappers’ texts. Their aim is for 

their message of positive change and social activism to change the lives of young fans 

of the genre. By offering a positive message to at-risk German youth, German 

gangster rappers defy their opponent’s critical rejection of the gangster rap genre, and 

assert the ability of an unconventional art form to affect positive change in the 

realization of a successful, multinational German society. Regardless of whether or not 

Bushido can actually become the mayor of Berlin, these rappers’ texts contain 

valuable insights into the actual status of multiculturalism in Germany. They may pose 

these contributions in a way that alienates members of the authorities they oppose, but 

if one can look past their provocations and posturing, their texts offer unique insight 

into the hurdles facing marginalized youth in Germany.  
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CONCLUSION 

This analysis of the genre of contemporary German gangster rap highlights the 

unique challenges faced by minority populations and their representative artists in 

modern Germany. Drawing on current scholarship on immigrant populations in 

Germany and their cultural productions, I show how gangster rap expresses the 

socially and politically critical opinions of a marginalized population of young, multi-

ethnic Germans. Yet rather than viewing the cultural productions of this community 

via a Turkish-German duality like these studies, I propose that gangster rap seeks to 

unite populations on the basis of shared experience of marginalization that goes 

beyond national or ethnic boundaries. 

The discussion of the unique development of hip hop culture and rap music in 

Germany in chapter one highlights the genre’s singular ability to appeal to listeners 

who feel excluded from mainstream society while also drawing attention to social 

issues in the German ghetto. By structuring the historical development of German rap 

music as a series of three waves, I show how the genre embraces and expands on hip 

hop’s American origins to form a style of music that is uniquely German. In the first 

wave, immigrant artists adopted and imitated the contemporary gangster rap style, 

expressing frustration with their lot in German society. Particularly these aggressive, 

social-critical messages, as well as the fact that these texts were written and performed 

in English, alienated mainstream audiences at first. German rap achieved commercial 

and popular success during the second wave of German hip hop, which both tamed the 

harshest elements of the genre and introduced German-language rap texts for the first 

 CHAPTER V  
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time. The popularity of texts with which mainstream Germans could associate laid the 

groundwork for the third wave of German rap, in which gangster rappers continued to 

build on their popular success but also struggled with an increasingly controversial 

reputation. The popular reception of German rap music goes hand-in-hand with the 

history of immigration to Germany. The long history of tension between the native 

German majority and immigrant populations adds additional insight into the 

contention surrounding contemporary gangster rap. Although rap music is a relatively 

new genre, its socially critical expressions and provocation of mainstream society feed 

into a longstanding history of cultural tensions that have not yet been resolved. 

Chapter two delves deeper into this conflict by analyzing the social-critical 

expressions of three of the most popular contemporary German rappers. A close 

analysis of their texts reveals the primary focus of their critique: the hardships faced 

by young people living in the German ghetto. These rappers call attention to the 

numerous social issues that threaten to trap people in a self-perpetuating cycle of life 

in the ghetto, fueled by violence, criminality, and drug use. These rappers come from a 

variety of ethnic backgrounds, and all of them utilize hip hop as a method of personal 

artistic expression that draws on their troubled personal histories to highlight similar 

hardships still faced by underprivileged German youth. Their work establishes a 

narrative of the ghetto experience that feeds into the broader discussion of the 

integration of minority populations into German society, and calls attention to the 

ways in which contemporary German society isolates and marginalizes those 

perceived as outsiders. 
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While the social-critical bent of German gangster rap demonstrates its potential 

social utility, chapter three outlines the positive and negative consequences of the 

genre. One positive consequence of German gangster rap is that it promotes artistic 

expression similar to poetry amongst a population of young people with little 

appreciation for “higher” forms of art. Rap music also calls the attention of both its 

audience and the greater German public to the very real issues faced by marginalized 

populations in Germany. Because experiences of marginalization and isolation include 

but are not limited to the immigrant population in Germany, rappers unite a 

community of fans based on shared experience.  Rappers connect with this audience 

via an exaggerated gangster persona. In an in-depth discussion of this persona based 

on negative self-assertion, I analyze how rappers establish themselves as authority 

figures in ghetto society. Their authority is based on a perception of power and 

influence that is achieved by provoking and rejecting mainstream society. Rappers 

spread this provocative image in both their texts and their actions. Yet their texts also 

include uplifting messages that encourage listeners to improve their lives and escape 

the cycle of ghetto life. This reveals a seeming contradiction at the foundation of the 

genre of gangster rap: rappers seek to promote a positive message to their listeners, yet 

their negative reputation as gangsters prevents this message from being recognized by 

mainstream German audiences.  As rap music continues to increase in popularity, 

rappers like Bushido have expressed a desire to venture beyond the creative sphere 

and into political action to promote multiculturalism in Germany. They do not, 

however, wish to sever their ties to the ghetto community, and thereby alienate their 
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fans. Instead they propose a re-imagining of the gangster identity that breaks away 

from the worst parts of their culture and environment, such as violence and 

criminality, yet which refuses to assimilate into mainstream German culture and 

thereby weaken their anti-authoritarian message. Rappers utilize this message to unite 

fans to reimagine their own identities and empower them to become proponents of a 

functioning multicultural Germany society.  
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APPENDIX A
  FIGURES 

FIGURE 1.1: ALBUM COVER: CARTEL BY CARTEL 

Image Copyright Polygram Records. 
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FIGURE 2.1: ALBUM COVER: JENSEITS VON GUT UND BÖSE 
BY BUSHIDO 

Image Copyr ight Ersguterjunge Records. 
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FIGURE 3.1: ALBUM COVER: ICH BY SIDO 

Image Copyright Aggro Berlin. 
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FIGURE 4.1: ALBUM COVER: DIS WO ICH HERKOMM BY 
SAMY DELUXE 

Image Copyright Deluxe Records 
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FIGURE 5.1: ALBUM COVER: 7 BY BUSHIDO 

Image Copyright Ersgutergunge Records. 
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Image Copyright Ersgutergunge Records. 

FIGURE 6.1: ALBUM COVER: A.M.Y.F. BY BUSHIDO 
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APPENDIX B

LYRICS 

Die Art Wie Wir Leben by Bushido 
Die Art wie wir reden, wie wir uns bewegen 
unsere Scheiß Probleme regeln  
du passt nicht in unsere Gegend 
sieh es ein du fällst auf -klick klick-Geld raus ! 
Verdammt ich sagte Geld raus !-klick klick- 
und jetzt lauf ! 

Die Art wie wir reden, wie wir uns bewegen 
unsere Scheiß Probleme regeln  
du passt nicht in unsere Gegend 
sieh es ein du fällst auf -klick klick-Geld raus ! 
Verdammt ich sagte Geld raus !-klick klick- 
und jetzt lauf ! 

Das Leben ist hier selbst mit deutschem Pass nicht einfach 
Was ich über Nacht erreicht hab gab meinen Brüdern Hoffnung doch viele sind im 
Knast gescheitert 
Gastarbeiter,Großfamilien habens nicht geschafft sich zu Integrieren und sind jetzt mit 
Koks am dealen 
Was denkst du was uns unsere Zukunft bringt 
Deutschland tut mir gut bestimmt, doch ich muss mit ansehn 
Wie mein Heimatland (la Tunisie) im Blut versinkt 
Traurig anzusehn doch die Kehrseiten der Medallie  
Sind Politiker mit Dankesreden, man kann eben keinem trauen 
Mein Bezirk hast du hier Lust vorbeizuschauen ?! 
Die Jugend fühlt sich ausgegrenzt und Merkel gibt uns einfach auf, Scheiß mal drauf! 
Genau deshalb wünsch ich jedem ohne Abschluss, dass er 
ne Millionen macht und nie wieder in den Knast muss 
Dieser Ascheregen färbt die Straßen grau-schwarz 
Ich glaub, dass ich observiert werde also aufs Gas 
Und eure Regeln ich verletzte sie grad Bushido, Booba 
Morgen wird ein besserer Tag. 

Bergab by Sido 
Das ist ein Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Es ist das Leben im Viertel, 
dass dir das Überleben schwer macht. 
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Ernsthaft! 
So ist das Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Das Leben im Viertel ist 'ne Schlampe, 
und dann stirbst du als wär's das. 
Ernshaft?! 
 
Im Viertel geht's nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Er will nach oben, doch er weiß nichts über Schwerkraft. 
Weil er nie etwas gelernt hat, 
außer cool sein, 
denn cool sein bringt dich im Viertel sicher durch die Schulezeit. 
Er ist so krass. 
Er ist der Chef in seinem Hochhaus. 
Im Viertel kommst du nicht an ihm vorbei, 
wenn du Drogen brauchst. 
Er versorgt sie alle. 
Und die Geschäfte laufen. 
Er guckt nicht mehr auf die Peise, einfach nur das beste kaufen. 
Er hat Geld, 
ihm geht's gut. 
Im Viertel hat er's weit gebracht. 
Doch er sieht nicht das sowas die Jung's im Viertel neidisch macht. 
Er fühlt sich sicher, 
Cox lässt ihn denken, es sei seine Stadt. 
Und er hat noch diesen Freund aus Stahl, 
der jedem Beine macht. 
Es braucht nur eine Nacht, 
fünf Typen, drei mit Waffen. 
Eine an seim' Kopf, er hat sie unfreiwillig reingelassen. 
Sie nehm' sein Zeug und knall'n ihn ab nachdem er's einpackt. 
Sowas passiert, 
wenn du das Viertel zu deim' Feind machst! 
 
Das ist ein Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Es ist das Leben im Viertel, 
dass dir das Überleben schwer macht. 
Ernsthaft! 
So ist das Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Das Leben im Viertel ist 'ne Schlampe, 
und dann stirbst du als wär's das. 
Ernshaft?! 
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Sie ist gerade 14. 
Und keiner mag sie, sagt sie. 
Sie hat keine Freunde, geht auf keine Party. 
Sie wohnt alleine mit Mama, doch Mama trinkt viel. 
Man könnte meinen ihr sei's egal wie sich ihr Kind fühlt. 
Die kleine ist nicht gern daheim, 
sie hängt am Bahnhof rum. 
Täglich ist sie da, für Stunden. 
Bei diesem Bahnhofs-jungen. 
Sie verstehn' sich, 
er sagt es gingen ihm so ähnlich. 
Für ein ganz normales Leben sei er viel zu dämlich. 
Er ist auf Heroin. 
Sie ist verliebt in ihn. 
Sie klaut Geld von ihrer Mutter, 
und dann gibt sie's ihm. 
Er schaut sie nur zu, 
wenn er drückt und sich weg träumt. 
Doch nach kurzem ist sie auch auf diesem Dreckszeug. 
Mama schmeist sie raus. 
Der Typ schickt sie Anschaffen. 
Sie fickt perverse alte Männer die ihr Angst machen. 
Und dann wird sie schwanger. 
Er tritt ihr in den Bauch. 
Das Baby droht zu sterben. 
Sie operiern' es raus. 
Es überlebt, doch seine Mutter hat es nicht geschafft. 
Überleben hier ist hart, sie hat es nicht gepackt. 
Manche bringt es um. 
Manche hat es stark gemacht. 
Doch alle kämpfen Tag und Nacht, im Viertel! 
 
Das ist ein Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Es ist das Leben im Viertel, 
dass dir das Überleben schwer macht. 
Ernsthaft! 
So ist das Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Das Leben im Viertel ist 'ne Schlampe, 
und dann stirbst du als wär's das. 
Ernshaft?! 
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Doch es läuft nicht immer schelcht. 
Ich mein', guck mich an. 
Ich hatte großes Glück, 
dass sie mich nicht erwischt habn'. 
Natürlich hab' ich Mist gebaut. 
Geld gebraucht, shit verkauft. 
Ich hab' die Großen kiffen sehn', 
fand's cool und hab' mit graucht. 
Doch ich hatte einen Traum, 
und hab' dran festgehalten. 
Ich wollte raus ausm' Viertel. 
Mein Leben selbst gestalten. 
Ich weiß das ist nicht einfach. 
Doch guck, man kann es schaffen. 
Du kriegst das hin. 
Du musst den Mut haben es an zu packen! 
Ich bin jetzt raus ausm' Viertel, 
doch es bleibt in mir. 
Und darum fühl' ich mich nicht wohl. 
Irgendwas stinkt hier. 
Die ganze Welt ist wie ein Viertel. 
Keiner merkt was. 
Langsam aber sicher geht es bergab! 
 
Das ist ein Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Es ist das Leben im Viertel, 
dass dir das Überleben schwer macht. 
Ernsthaft! 
So ist das Leben im Viertel, 
es geht nicht aufwärts, nur bergab. 
Das Leben im Viertel ist 'ne Schlampe, 
und dann stirbst du als wär's das. 
Ernshaft?! 

Vatertag by Samy Deluxe 
Ey yo, aha 
Ey, bitte sag mir mal 
Denn ich frag mich grad 
Wozu gibt es eigentlich n Vatertag? Ha? 
 
Ich hab ne wundervolle Mama Und n Looser als Vater 
Doch alles cool, keine Probleme, Hakuna Matata 
Ich hab n super Psychiater der mir hilft damit umzugehn 

http://rapgenius.com/390160/Samy-deluxe-vatertag/Hakuna-matata
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Dass Papa es geschafft hat sich eines Tages umzudrehn 
Und nie zurückzusehn, was für n verrücktes Leben 
Wie kann jemand schaffen so n riesengroßen Fick zu geben 
Aus dein eigen Fleisch und Blut, ich kann es einfach nicht verstehen 
Doch musste es, wie viele meiner Generation miterleben 
Wie es ist, wenn der erste Mann auf den du dich in deinem Leben verlässt 
Dich mal eben verlässt und dir zeigt dass du für ihn ein Scheiß wert bist 
Du kennst dein Papa nicht auch wenn du weißt wer es ist 
Ich fragte mich warum. Hoff, ich finde den Grund 
Ich stand häufig schon am Abgrund aber bin nicht gesprungen 
Denn ich will leben, ihm eines Tages den Text hier vorlesen 
Ihn danach übersetzen und ihm dabei ins Gesicht sehn 
Und fließt keine einzige Träne, dann werde ich gehn 
Für all die Tränen, die ich vergoss, muss mich nicht schämen 
Ich hab mein Papa schon einmal mit 14 besucht 
Saß mit ihm im Sudan da und hörte ihm zu 
Und er sagte mir, er liebt mich doch er hätte es nicht leicht gehabt 
Und hätte schon seit 7 Jahren kein Tag mehr frei gehabt 
Und wollt sich eigentlich melden doch hätte keine Zeit gehabt 
Und ich war so naiv und plötzlich hat er mir leid getan 
Und ich hab ihm verziehn, anstatt dabei mal an mich zu denken 
Wollt ihm keinen Vorwurf machen, einfach um ihn nicht zu kränken 
Und wir warn Vater und Sohn für 3 Wochen 
Dann flog ich nach Deutschland zurück hab ihn nie wieder gesprochen 
Er hat die erste Hälfte meines Lebens verpasst 
Mich kurz gehabt, die zweite Hälfte meines Lebens verpasst 
Und ich mein ohne Ausnahmen ohne jeden Kontakt 
Nicht ein gottverdammter Brief nicht ein Telefonat 
Ich hab noch nie nen Menschen so in meinem Leben gehasst 
Den ich eigentlich lieben muss, daraus entsteht ein riesen Frust 
Er ist immer in meim Kopf wie n gottverdammter Tinitus 
Ein ewiges hin und her, wie son gottverdammter Linienbus 
Hass ich ihn? Lieb ich ihn? Bleib ich hier? Flieg ich hin? 
Was würde passieren, würd ich ihn wirklich einmal wiedersehn? 
Und bringt es irgendwas dass ich n Scheiß hier in dem Lied erzähle? 
Wozu gibts nen Vatertag? Ich glaub ich werd es nie verstehen 
 
Sag mal wozu gibt es eigentlich nen Vatertag? 
Für zuviele von uns war niemals ein Vater da 
Und warum is Vatertag an Himmelfahrt? 
Wenn es nach mir geht könnte mein Vater zur Hölle fahrn 
 
Sag mal wozu gibt es eigentlich nen Vatertag? 
Es war kein Vater da. Nicht einmal Vater Staat 

http://rapgenius.com/390161/Samy-deluxe-vatertag/Er-ist-immer-in-meim-kopf-wie-n-gottverdammter-tinitus
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Und wir fühlten uns so alleine gelassen 
Und fingen an unser Leben und unsere Heimat zu hassen 
Denn wenn der Staat mein Vater is, warum kümmert er sich nicht 
So viel Leuten geht es schlecht. Warum kümmert es sie nicht? 
Ich glaub ich hab ihn noch seltener gesehn als mein echten Vater 
Genauer gesagt nie. Ich kenn nicht mal sein echten Namen 
Weiß nicht wie alt er is, in welcher Partei er is 
Is er schon im Ruhestand? Is er noch verheiratet? 
Mann, was soll diese Väter bloß fürn Vorblid für die Kinder sein? 
„Schatz ich geh mal Zigaretten holn" und kommen nie wieder heim 
 
Ihr feiert Vatertag mit Bier in eurem Bollerwagen 
Ich sitz bloß hier, den Kopf voller Fragen 
Zum Beispiel: Wozu gibt es eigentlich ein Vatertag? 
Es war kein Vater da. Nicht einmal Vater Staat 
Nicht einmal mein Vater war da 
Deshalb schau ich in den Himmel 
Wo ich den Vater frag: 
Ich weiß nicht, wen ich fragen soll 
Deshalb frag ich dich, Vater 
Du bist meine letzte Hoffnung 
Lass mich nicht im Stich, Vater 
Ich brauche deinen Rat 
Weil mein echter Vater nicht da war 
Vielleicht interessiert dich das auch nicht, mich aber 
Woher soll ich denn wissen was wichtig und falsch ist 
Wenn ich 10 Leute frag und jeder sagt etwas andres? 
Und wie soll man ohne Vater lernen, wie man zum Mann wird? 
Und wie soll man mit dem Druck umgehn, wenn man bekannt wird? 
Wie zur Hölle sollt ich all diesen Verlockungen widerstehn? 
Wieso soll ich nicht vor allen Leuten offen drüber reden? 
Gibt es für mich n Schicksal? Bin ich meines Glückes Schmied? 
Und wenn ich Leute liebe, werd ich auch von ihnen zurückgeliebt? 
Vater, gib mir ein Zeichen und zeig mir, dass es dich wirklich gibt 
Scheint ich hab es so oft gerufen, aber du hörst mich nie 
Doch ich kanns verstehn denn ich bin einer von denen 
Die dir nicht danken, wenns ihn gut geht 
Doch dich ruft, wenns ihn schlecht geht 
Und es kommt nicht wirklich häufig vor, dass ich dich rufe 
Aber versteh, für mich war Religion nur n Fach in der Schule 
Aber heute brauch ich n Vater, entweder dich, Vater Staat oder mein Vater 
Denn heute ist Vatertag 
Fuck it  
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Dis Wo Ich Herkomm by Samy Deluxe 
Ey, Uh, Yeah, hört ihr das? 
Das 'ne neue Perspektive auf die ganze Scheiße, Haha! 
 
Dies hier ist unser Deutschland 
Dies hier ist euer Deutschland 
Dies ist das Land, wo wir leben 
Dies ist das neue Deu... (psssht) 
Dis wo ich herkomm 
Dis is wo ich herkomm, man 
Dis wo ich herkomm 
Dis is wo ich herkomm [und] 
 
Pass auf, es geht so 
Hoff ihr versteht's so 
Wir müssen was für unser Land tun, für unser Ego 
Dies ist der Startschuss für die Kampagne, es geht los 
Ziele sind gesteckt und extrem groß, es ist phäno- 
Menal, egal, was ihr auch sagt 
Ich werd' beweisen, dass ich mehr für Deutschland mach als der Staat 
Mit meinen Partnern, denn wir geben hier den Kids Perspektive 
Bisschen mehr Aufmerksamkeit und ein bisschen mehr Liebe 
Aber nicht wie Michael 
Ich schau mich um und habe Zweifel 
Wie es weitergehen soll in diesem Land, das meine Heimat ist 
Und ich seh' ein, dass die Vergangenheit hier nicht einfach ist 
Doch wir können nicht stehen bleiben, weil die Uhr immer weiter tickt - tick, tack 
Und wir haben keinen Nationalstolz 
Und das alles bloß wegen Adolf - ja toll 
Schöne Scheiße, der Typ war doch eigentlich 'n Österreicher 
Ich frag mich, was soll das, als wäre ich Herbert Grönemeyer 
Die Nazizeit hat unsere Zukunft versaut 
Die Alten sind frustriert, deshalb badet die Jugend das aus 
Und wir sind es Leid zu leiden, bereit zu zeigen 
Wir fangen gerne von vorne an, Schluss mit den alten Zeiten 
Ich sag's mal so 
 
64 Jahre nach 'm Krieg, 20 nach der Wende 
Das war kurz nach dem Mauerfall, krass, wenn ich dran denke 
7 Jahre nach der DM, 3 Jahre nach der WM 
Ein' Monat waren wir kurz stolz, dann mussten wir uns wieder schämen, denn es heißt 
Wir haben beide Weltkriege gestartet, vielleicht kann man da auch keine Selbstliebe 
erwarten, aber 
Was sollen wir tun? Etwa für immer depressiv sein 

http://rapgenius.com/291849/Samy-deluxe-dis-wo-ich-herkomm/Wir-mussen-was-fur-unser-land-tun-fur-unser-ego
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Trotz den ganzen Fortschritten der kulturellen Vielfalt? - Nein, ich find nicht! 
Ich will lieber etwas tun, deshalb red' ich mit den Kids an den Schulen 
Denn ich glaub immer noch an die Jugend und weiß, sie sind die Zukunft 
Und brauchen bloß 'n bisschen Hoffnung 
Wenn man genauer hinschaut, ist Deutschland schon ganz in Ordnung 
Hier gibt es zumindest Chancen was aus seinem Leben zu machen 
Gibt es noch eine Mittelschicht zwischen Reichen und Armen 
Gibt es noch eine Basis auf der man aufbauen kann 
Und ich wollte selbst schon weg von hier man, ich war drauf und dran 
Aber dann hab ich gesehen, dass dis is wo ich herkomm 
Scheiß auf eure Bemerkung, ich scheiß auf eure Bewertung - Was? 
Ich bin ein deutscher Mann, so steht's in meinem Pass 
Und ich hab dieses Land hier fast mein ganzes Leben gehasst 
Doch seh' jetzt 
 
Und 
Mir ist egal, ob du Wessi bist, Ossi bist, Pessimist, Optimist 
Wie blank oder gestopft du bist 
Ob du nun hergezogen oder hier geboren bist 
Wenn du in diesem Land hier lebst, hoffe ich, dass du offen bist 
Für ne neue Rangehensweise, nicht mehr dieses Land ist scheiße 
Sondern es gibt viel zu tun, das hilft gegen die Langeweile 
Die wir anscheinend haben, weil wir uns die ganze Zeit beklagen 
Wie schlecht es ist, aber den ersten Schritt, damit es besser wird, den will hier keiner 
wagen und 
Ich sag das nicht, weil ich mich so schlau oder wichtig fühl 
Nur, weil ich mich durch meine Geschichte dazu verpflichtet fühl 
Das Land hat mir etwas gegeben, ich will was zurückgeben 
Früher dacht ich fick Politik, heut will ich mitreden 
Im Land, das wir hassen 
Im Land, das wir lieben 
Im Land, wo wir leben 
Wer kann uns endlich Antworten geben? 
Das Land ist schon ok, ich glaub ich kann meinen Standpunkt vertreten 
Obwohl mich viele hier anschauen, wie von nem andren Planeten 
Und ich bin nicht religiös, doch möchte anfangen zu beten 
Dass Leute endlich aufwachen und endlich anfangen zu reden 
Über paar andere Themen als Promis, Fußball und Wetter 
Zum Beispiel wie man die Bedingungen unserer Jugend verbessert 
Und zwar jetzt man 
Denn dies ist euer Deutschland 
 
Ich sag's nur einmal. 
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Alles Verloren by Bushido 
Mir fließt das Ghetto durch die Pulsadern 
ich gebe dir dafür die Schuld Vater 
dass bei uns damals die Bullen da waren 
so wie ich es diese halbe scheiß Nation 
wir sind den heißen tropfen auf den kalten Steinen gewohnt 
lass doch mal die lügen sein 
wir knacken dafür keine Schlösser 
und das SEK tritt dafür keine Türen ein 
sag mir endlich wann kommt Ali aus dem Knast 
ich hoffe nur ich gib dir mit dem Lied ein bisschen kraft 
ich bin der der die regeln bricht 
und du wirst angehalten 
weil du als Kanake in nem Amg Mercedes sitzt 
du bist für sie nur wie Dreck 
und sie schließen dich weg 
und dann wird mir gesagt ich handle nicht politisch korrekt 
wie gern würden mich die Wichser in die Zelle bringen 
weil in meiner Fangemeinde eh nur kriminelle sind 
ihr seid nur unzufrieden 
deswegen wollt ihr mir den mund verbieten 
ich hab keine Lust meinen mund zu schließen 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du im Ghetto sehen wie alles verkommt 
denn sie hat alles verloren 
kannst du die tränen sehen kannst du sie sehen 
sie würde nur zu gern dem Alltag entkommen 
sie wartet auf ihre Chance 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du jetzt sehen wir er den job jetzt verliert 
denn er hat alles verloren 
kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
und jetzt sag mir noch mal ich hau dich nach vorn 
wir haben alles verloren 
 
Für deine Eltern jetzt der Albtraum in Person 
das ist Gangster Rapp 
denn ich rappe für ein paar Millionen 
ja der Kritiker ist spekuliert 
und ich gib ihm jetzt ne Hilfe 
ich bin vorbestraft asozial und tätowiert 
gut erkannt hier rappt der junge übern Knast 
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beim echo fühlte ich mich wie ein unerwünschter gast 
falsches lachen denn sie hassen mich ich spür den krassen neid 
ja ich bin der Typ der im Supermarkt den Kassen greift 
ihr wollt das echte leben 
dann lasst mich aussprechen 
ich kann noch mehr als nur Autotüren aufbrechen 
kannst du sehen wie sich die Wolkendecke völlig schließt 
mein ganzer Lebensstil wird mich noch in die Hölle ziehen 
ihr könnt mir den tot wünschen 
ich möchte einfach in den siebten Himmel 
doch ich find mich in den sieben Todsünden 
das ist sieben junge 
das hier ist das siebte Album 
und ich bewahre immer noch die Haltung 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du im Ghetto sehen wie alles verkommt 
denn sie hat alles verloren 
kannst du die tränen sehen kannst du sie sehen 
sie würde nur zu gern dem Alltag entkommen 
sie wartet auf ihre Chance 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du jetzt sehen wir er den job jetzt verliert 
denn er hat alles verloren 
kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
und jetzt sag mir noch mal ich hau dich nach vorn 
wir haben alles verloren 
 
Ich hab mir diesen weg hier ausgesucht 
und mag der weg auch wieder steinig werden scheiß drauf ich geh die strecke auch zu 
fuß 
was wollt ihr mir nur erzählen 
ihr seid ein Haufen Opfer 
ein Haufen Opfer dass man grade frisch ausgekotzt hat 
scheiß egal wie viel Geld ich schon verdient hab 
ich bleib für immer dieser junge der gedielt hat 
ich mach den unterricht 
den unterricht für die unterschicht 
fresse es gibt keinen der mich unterbricht 
sie versuchen mir die art zu rappen auszureden 
man dabei haben sie uns vor langer zeit schon aufgegeben 
ihr könnt mich abführen 
hundert tausend kriminelle die mein Album kaufen 
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könnt ihr diese macht spüren 
ihr könnt mich weg sperren 
ihr könnt mich abservieren 
die lange weile treibt mich dazu euch zu provozieren 
es gibt keine Konkurrenz 
und ich ficke eure Artgenossen 
ich bin jetzt zurück jetzt wird scharf geschossen 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du im Ghetto sehen wie alles verkommt 
denn sie hat alles verloren 
kannst du die tränen sehen kannst du sie sehen 
sie würde nur zu gern dem Alltag entkommen 
sie wartet auf ihre Chance 
 
Kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
kannst du jetzt sehen wir er den job jetzt verliert 
denn er hat alles verloren 
kannst du das Ghetto sehen kannst du es sehen 
und jetzt sag mir noch mal ich hau dich nach vorn 
wir haben alles verloren. 

Mit dem Schwanz in der Hand by Bushido 
Ich hab gehört ich soll die Frauen akzeptieren, 
ich bin ein Mann und hab nichts zu verlieren, 
du willst Respekt halt den Mund und hör zu! 
dein Silikon gehört mir und meiner Crew, 
nur weil ich Rap bin bläst du meinen Schwanz - 
doch wieso weil du ohne einen Mann nichts kannst, 
du willst von uns das wir dich auf Händen tragen? 
mit der rechten werd ich wichsen mit der linken dich schlagen, 
 
Ich gebe zu das eine Frau auch manchmal denkt, 
doch sieh ein das ein echter Mann wie ich dir nichts schenkt, du hast verkackt und 
ich will das du weißt, das jeder der so ist wie ich auf dich scheisst, schmink deine 
Nase und push deine Titten, schwitz bei der Fitness und spritz deine Lippen, du bist 
getuned und was bist du jetzt wert? 
Ich bin ein Typ der den Nutten nichts erklärt, fick meine Gang und du fickst deine 
Ehre, ein Mann ist immer straight ohne was wenn und wäre, was hast du mir ausser 
ficken zu bieten? Glaubst du ich würde dich für soetwas lieben? 
Ich hab Geschäfte und Kohle in Massen. Nutten die mich lieben und Nutten die mich 
hassen, was wollt ihr machen? Dj Ilan Sonny Black Nutte bounce zu dem Beat denn 
du weißt du bist Dreck. 
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Ohhh mit dem Schwanz in der Hand, steh ich vor dir du Bitch nur den Schwanz in der 
Hand. 
 
Wooaah Ich bin ein Ganz lieber Mann, 
das ist ein Remix für dich und für die Bitch 
 
Ich bin noch immer der Meinung man sollte Frauen akzeptieren und ihnen die Chance 
geben sich selber zu blamieren, sie wollen Emanzipatzion und ihre Stärke 
demonstrieren, ich werd sie weiter abservieren sie mit meinem Lächeln verwirr'n, 
sie bieten mir die Stirn ich biete meinen Schwanz. 
Sie denken ich will Hochzeit doch es gibt nur einen Tanz komm baby komm baby 
dreh dich um baby du denkst du bist heiß?  
Doch ich nenne sowas dumm baby, ich gebe zu du machst mich schon an doch was 
soll ich machen? 
Schlieslich bin ich ein Mann, dann 
fällt mir ein warum du überhaupt am Tanzen bist, der Beat kommt von Ilan der Typ 
der 
Emanzen disst, du kuckst mich an als hättest du es eh gewusst versteckst aber nur das 
du länger überlegen musst, ich kuck dich an runzel mit der Stirn, lache innerlich und 
du denkst er hat mich gern ich seh dir in die Augen und sehe Nix, du laberst mich an 
ich verstehe Nix, du findest mich süß bei mir regt sich Nix, du redest von kuscheln 
ich denk an Sex. 
 
Cool aber hässlich, oder hübsch aber dämlich oder schlau aber fett, oder schlank aber 
dreckig 
ist die eine Seite top ist die andere Seite schrecklich also Kopf runter leck mich, 
keinen Bock? Dann verpiss dich. 
 
Ohhh mit dem Schwanz in der Hand, steh ich vor dir du bitch nur den Schwanz in der 
Hand. 
 
Wooaah Ich bin ein Ganz lieber Mann, 
das ist ein Remix für dich und für die Bitch. 
 
Ohhh mit dem Schwanz in der Hand, steh ich vor dir du bitch nur den Schwanz in der 
Hand. 
 
 




